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Stein fillings and SU.2/ representations

JOHN A BALDWIN

STEVEN SIVEK

We recently defined invariants of contact 3–manifolds using a version of instanton
Floer homology for sutured manifolds. In this paper, we prove that if several contact
structures on a 3–manifold are induced by Stein structures on a single 4–manifold
with distinct Chern classes modulo torsion then their contact invariants in sutured
instanton homology are linearly independent. As a corollary, we show that if a
3–manifold bounds a Stein domain that is not an integer homology ball then its
fundamental group admits a nontrivial homomorphism to SU.2/ . We give several
new applications of these results, proving the existence of nontrivial and irreducible
SU.2/ representations for a variety of 3–manifold groups.

53D40, 53D10; 57R17, 57M27, 57R58

1 Introduction

In [5], we defined invariants of contact 3–manifolds using Kronheimer and Mrowka’s
sutured instanton Floer homology. These invariants are formally similar to those of
Ozsváth and Szabó and of Honda, Kazez and Matić in the Heegaard Floer setting. Our
motivation was to take advantage of features unique to the instanton setting to prove
new results linking contact geometry to topology. The most important such feature is
the relationship between instanton Floer homology and the fundamental group. In this
paper, we use that relationship in combination with our contact invariants to establish
the following new connection between Stein fillings of a closed 3–manifold Y and
representations from �1.Y / to SU.2/:

Theorem 1.1 If Y is the boundary of a Stein domain which is not an integer homology
ball, then there is a nontrivial homomorphism �1.Y /! SU.2/.

Beyond the intrinsic appeal of this connection, we show that Theorem 1.1 (together
with our related Theorem 1.7) is also a useful tool for establishing the existence of both
nontrivial and irreducible SU.2/ representations for a variety of 3–manifold groups.
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For context, recall that understanding representations of 3–manifold groups into
SL2.C/ and its compact real form SU.2/ has been critical in low-dimensional topology,
whether for studying hyperbolic 3–manifolds, incompressible surfaces (see Culler and
Shalen [15]), Dehn surgery (see Culler, Gordon, Luecke and Shalen [14] and Kron-
heimer and Mrowka [36]), or quantum invariants (see Kronheimer and Mrowka [38]).
Even so, some fundamental questions about the existence of such representations remain
unanswered. The most basic, Problem 3.105(A) on Kirby’s problem list [32], asks
whether the SU.2/ representation variety is nontrivial for every compact 3–manifold
with nontrivial fundamental group. For closed 3–manifolds, we express this in the
form of the conjecture below, a strengthening of the Poincaré conjecture.

Conjecture 1.2 If Y 6Š S3 is a closed 3–manifold, then there is a nontrivial homo-
morphism �1.Y /! SU.2/.

Remark 1.3 Zentner [60] has recently proven a version of this conjecture with SL2.C/
in place of SU.2/. He relies on geometrization and the fact that every hyperbolic 3–
manifold automatically admits a nontrivial SL2.C/ representation, which is far from
clear for SU.2/.

Note that Conjecture 1.2 is easily satisfied if Y is not an integer homology sphere,
since there are then nontrivial, reducible representations

�1.Y /!H1.Y /! U.1/� SU.2/:

If Y is an integer homology sphere, then nontrivial representations were previously
known to exist in at least the following cases:

� When the Casson invariant �.Y / is nonzero; see Akbulut and McCarthy [1].

� When Y admits a coorientable taut foliation, or a symplectic filling .W; !/ with
bC2 .W /� 1; see Kronheimer and Mrowka [36].

� When Y is Seifert fibered (see Fintushel and Stern [21]), a graph manifold (see
Zentner [59]), or more generally, the branched double cover of a nontrivial knot
in S3 (see Cornwell, Ng and Sivek [12] and Zentner [59]), using deep results of
Kronheimer and Mrowka [37].

� When Y is surgery on a nontrivial knot in S3 ; see Kronheimer and Mrowka [35].

Theorem 1.1 provides a new method of attacking Conjecture 1.2, using Stein surfaces,
and expands our repertoire of 3–manifolds known to satisfy the conjecture. To wit,
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in Section 5, we show that Theorem 1.1 can be used to give a new, simple proof
of Fintushel and Stern’s result that Seifert fibered spaces satisfy Conjecture 1.2 (see
Theorem 5.1). We then use it to prove the existence of nontrivial SU.2/ representations
for 3–manifolds where previously existing methods do not appear to suffice, per the
following theorem:

Theorem 1.4 There are infinitely many hyperbolic integer homology spheres Yn such
that

� Yn has Casson invariant zero;

� Yn is not a branched double cover of a knot in S3 ;

� Yn bounds a negative definite Stein manifold which is not a homology ball.

By the latter property, there is a nontrivial homomorphism �1.Yn/! SU.2/ for all n.

In a different, somewhat amusing direction, Theorem 1.1 implies the following:

Theorem 1.5 Every Stein domain bounded by a homotopy 3–sphere is contractible.

We give the proof here as it is very short.

Proof Suppose Y is a homotopy 3–sphere bounding a Stein domain W . Since every
homomorphism �1.Y /! SU.2/ is trivial, Theorem 1.1 implies that W is an integer
homology ball. Any Stein domain can be obtained from the 4–ball by attaching handles
of index 1 and 2. In particular, W can be obtained in reverse by thickening Y and
then attaching handles of index 2, 3 and 4. Thus, �1.Y / surjects onto �1.W /, which
implies that �1.W / is trivial. As W is an integer homology 4–ball with trivial �1 ,
the Hurewicz theorem implies that all homotopy groups of W vanish. The Whitehead
theorem then says that W is contractible.

Of course, Theorem 1.5 also follows from the Poincaré conjecture together with
Eliashberg’s foundational result [18] that S3 bounds a unique Stein domain, of the
form .B4; J /, but our proof is unique in that it does not make any use of Ricci flow or
holomorphic curves.

Theorem 1.1 and most of the other results in this article follow from a new theorem
on the relationship between Stein fillings and the rank of sutured instanton homology,
proved using the contact invariants we defined in [5]. We describe this relationship
below.
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Suppose .Y; �/ is a closed contact 3–manifold with basepoint p . Removing a Darboux
ball around p , we obtain a balanced sutured manifold Y.p/D .Y XB3; S1/. In [5],
we defined an element

‚.�/ 2 SHI.�Y.p//

which is an invariant of �jYXB3 up to isotopy rel boundary. Here, SHI refers to our
natural refinement of Kronheimer and Mrowka’s sutured instanton homology; see
Baldwin and Sivek [4] and Kronheimer and Mrowka [37]. A Stein domain .W; J /
with boundary Y induces a natural contact structure on Y ,

� D T Y \J.T Y /;

consisting of the complex lines tangent to Y, and hence an element ‚.�/ of SHI.�Y.p//.
Our main technical result is the following, which proves [5, Conjecture 1.6].

Theorem 1.6 Suppose W is a compact 4–manifold with boundary Y , and that W
has Stein structures J1; : : : ; Jn which induce contact structures �1; : : : ; �n on Y . If
the Chern classes c1.J1/; : : : ; c1.Jn/ are distinct as elements of H 2.W IR/, then the
invariants

‚.�1/; : : : ; ‚.�n/ 2 SHI.�Y.p//

are linearly independent; in particular, the rank of SHI.�Y.p// is at least n.

Theorem 1.6 is an instanton Floer analogue of a theorem of Plamenevskaya [48]
regarding the contact invariant in Heegaard Floer homology (which was, in turn, inspired
by work of Lisca and Matić [41] in Seiberg–Witten theory). As such, Theorem 1.6
can be viewed as evidence for Kronheimer and Mrowka’s conjectured isomorphism
[37, Conjecture 7.24]

SHI.Y.p//ŠbHF.Y /˝C;

relating instanton and Heegaard Floer homologies. Our proof is inspired by Plamenev-
skaya’s, but requires many new ideas as our basic geometric setup is quite different
and because some useful structure in Heegaard Floer homology is as yet unavailable in
the instanton setting.

The application of Theorem 1.6 to SU.2/ representations, as expressed in Theorem 1.1,
comes from an isomorphism

(1-1) SHI.�Y.p//Š I #.Y /˝C;
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where I #.Y / WD I \.Y; U / is the singular instanton knot homology of the unknot U �Y ,
as defined in Kronheimer and Mrowka [38]. The latter is a form of Morse homology
for a Chern–Simons functional whose space of critical points is naturally identified
with the representation variety

R.Y / WD Hom.�1.Y /;SU.2//:

To see how Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.6, suppose Y is the boundary of a
Stein domain .W; J / which is not an integer homology ball. Assume, for a contradiction,
that the trivial homomorphism is the only element of R.Y /. Then rank I #.Y / D 1

since the trivial homomorphism is a nondegenerate critical point of the Chern–Simons
functional (see Section 4). By an argument involving Frøyshov’s h–invariant [24] (again,
see Section 4), we may assume that c1.J / is nonzero in H 2.W IR/. It then follows
that J and its conjugate Stein structure satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6, which,
together with the isomorphism (1-1), implies that rank I #.Y /� 2, a contradiction.

Theorem 1.6 can also be used to understand SU.2/ representations for rational homol-
ogy spheres. In this case, the natural question to ask is about the existence of irreducible
rather than nontrivial representations (since nontrivial representations always exist for
noninteger homology spheres, as explained above). Not all rational homology spheres
admit irreducible SU.2/ representations (eg lens spaces), so this is a more delicate
question.

To set the stage for our results on the existence of irreducible representations, recall
that work of Scaduto [51] shows that if Y is a rational homology sphere then

rank I #.Y /� jH1.Y /j:

Following the Heegaard Floer literature, we call Y an instanton L–space if equality
holds. An important principle underlying our main results and their applications
(which is also at play in the proof sketch of Theorem 1.1 above) is that one can show,
under favorable conditions (such as cyclical finiteness below), that �1.Y / admits an
irreducible SU.2/ representation whenever Y is not an instanton L–space. We use this
principle in combination with Theorem 1.6 to prove the following:

Theorem 1.7 Suppose Y is a rational homology sphere with �1.Y / cyclically finite.
If Y bounds a 4–manifold W with Stein structures J1; : : : ; Jn whose Chern classes
are distinct in H 2.W IR/, and n> jH1.Y /j, then there is an irreducible representation
�1.Y /! SU.2/.
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The cyclical finiteness of �1.Y / amounts to a technical condition on certain finite
cyclic covers of Y which is satisfied, for instance, if the universal abelian cover of Y is
a rational homology sphere. As we shall see (Proposition 4.5), it ensures that reducible
representations are Morse–Bott nondegenerate critical points of the Chern–Simons
functional. This enables us to prove (Theorem 4.6) that if �1.Y / is cyclically finite and
Y is not an instanton L–space then �1.Y / admits an irreducible SU.2/ representation.
So, to prove Theorem 1.7, one need only show that any Y satisfying the hypotheses of
the theorem is not an instanton L–space, but that follows immediately from Theorem 1.6.

To put Theorem 1.7 and general questions regarding the existence of irreducible SU.2/
representations in context, recall that little is known even about which Dehn surgeries
on knots admit irreducible SU.2/ representations. In [35], Kronheimer and Mrowka
proved that the fundamental group of r –surgery on a nontrivial knot in S3 admits
an irreducible SU.2/ representation for any rational r with jr j � 2. This was later
strengthened by Lin [40]. However, the following basic question, posed by Kronheimer
and Mrowka in [35], remains open:

Question 1.8 Suppose K is a nontrivial knot in S3 . Is there necessarily an irreducible
representation �1.S3r .K//! SU.2/ for r D 3 and 4?

Remark 1.9 There is not always an irreducible representation for r D 5, as 5–surgery
on the right-handed trefoil is a lens space.

Lin’s results provide an affirmative answer to this question when K is amphichiral.
Using Theorem 1.7, we can also provide an affirmative answer for knots whose mir-
rors have nonnegative maximal self-linking numbers. Such knots include mirrors of
strongly quasipositive knots; for more details, see Section 5.3. More generally, from a
combination of Theorem 1.6 and a careful study of instanton L–spaces obtained by
Dehn surgery (in particular, Theorem 4.20), we prove the following:

Theorem 1.10 Suppose the maximal self-linking number sl.K/ is nonnegative, and
fix a rational number r D p=q > 0. Then there is an irreducible representation

�1.S
3
r .K//! SU.2/

if no zero of �K.t2/ is a pth root of unity, where �K.t/ is the Alexander polynomial
of K .

Remark 1.11 The condition on �K.t
2/ guarantees that �1.S3r .K// is cyclically

finite, and is automatically satisfied when p D 3 or 4.
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For example, the 52 knot satisfies sl.52/ D 1. Moreover, no zero of �52
.t2/ D

2t2� 3C 2t�2 is a root of unity. We may therefore conclude from Theorem 1.10 that
there is an irreducible representation

�1.S
3
r .52//! SU.2/

for all rational r > 0.

Remark 1.12 Our method of proving the existence of irreducible representations for
rational homology spheres via instanton Floer theory differs in an interesting way from
previous such methods. Namely, ours uses a result (Theorem 1.6) about a version
of instanton Floer homology defined for any closed 3–manifold, whereas previous
methods (like that in [35]) used Floer’s original construction for integer homology
spheres together with clever tricks involving holonomy perturbations.

We conclude by remarking that Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 are often easy to apply in
practice thanks to work of Gompf. Recall that a Stein domain .W; J / has a handlebody
decomposition specified by an oriented Legendrian link L in the tight contact structure
on some #k.S1 � S2/, in which we attach 2–handles to \k.S1 � B3/ along each
component Li � L with framing tb.Li /�1. Gompf [28, Proposition 2.3] gave an
explicit formula for the Chern class c1.J / 2H 2.W IZ/, which is easiest to state when
there are no 1–handles, as follows:

Theorem 1.13 (Gompf [28]) Let .W; J / be a Stein domain built by attaching
.tb.Li /�1/–framed 2–handles to B4 along a Legendrian link L D L1 [ � � � [ Lk

in S3 . Then H2.W / has a basis †1; : : : ; †k built by gluing Seifert surfaces for
each Li to the cores of their 2–handles, and

hc1.J /;†i i D r.Li /;

where r.Li / is the rotation number of Li for all i .

In particular, if one can find n Legendrian representatives of L for which the tu-
ple of rotation numbers .r.L1/; : : : ; r.Lk// takes n different values while the tuple
.tb.L1/; : : : ; tb.Lk// remains constant then Theorem 1.13 together with Theorem 1.6
tells us that the rank of I #.Y / is at least n, where Y is the result of Legendrian surgery
on L. This principle is used in the proof of Theorem 1.10.
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Organization

In Section 2, we provide background on Donaldson invariants, instanton Floer homology,
open book decompositions, Stein manifolds and Lefschetz fibrations, and our contact
invariant in sutured instanton homology. Section 3 is the heart of this paper, where
we prove our main technical result, Theorem 1.6. In Section 4, we elaborate on the
relationship between sutured instanton homology and SU.2/ representations, and we
address questions of nondegeneracy. In doing so, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.7.
We also develop a better understanding in Section 4 of when manifolds obtained by
Dehn surgery are instanton L–spaces, proving analogues of results in the Heegaard and
monopole Floer settings. As discussed above, such results are important in proving
the existence of irreducible SU.2/ representations; they may also be of independent
interest. Finally, in Section 5, we give several applications of our apparatus, proving
Theorems 1.4 and 1.10.
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2 Background

In this section, we provide reviews of the background material necessary for this paper.
Much of our discussion here is adapted from [4; 5].

2.1 Donaldson invariants

We recall below some basic facts about Donaldson invariants of smooth 4–manifolds
and their relationship with the Seiberg–Witten invariants.

Suppose X is a closed, oriented, smooth 4–manifold with b1.X/D 0 and bC2 .X/ > 1.
Fix a homology orientation. For every w 2H 2.X/, Donaldson [16] defines a linear
map

DwX W A.X/!R;
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where A.X/ is the symmetric algebra on

H2.X IR/˚H0.X IR/:

This map is defined roughly as follows. Let E!X be a U.2/–bundle with c1.E/Dw ,
and set

k D c2.E/�
1
4
c1.E/

2:

For each �2A.X/, one obtains a number qk;w.�/ by evaluating a certain cohomology
class �.�/ on a fundamental class of the ASD moduli space for E , whose dimension
varies linearly with k . The Donaldson invariant DwX is then obtained by summing the
corresponding maps

qk;w W A.X/!R

for a fixed w (as c2.E/ and, hence, k varies). The 4–manifold X is said to have
simple type if

DwX .x
2z/D 4DwX .z/

for any w and any z 2 A.X/, where x is the class of a point. It is known that a
4–manifold has simple type if it contains a tight surface, which is a closed, embedded,
oriented surface S of genus at least 2 and self-intersection 2g.S/�2 [33, Theorem 8.1].
For X having simple type, Kronheimer and Mrowka defined, for any h 2H2.X/, the
Donaldson series

DwX .h/DD
w
X

��
1C

x

2

�
eh
�
D

1X
dD0

DwX .h
d /

d Š
C
1

2

1X
dD0

DwX .xh
d /

d Š
;

and proved the following structure theorem [33, Theorem 1.7]:

Theorem 2.1 Suppose b1.X/ D 0 and bC2 .X/ > 1 is odd, that X has simple type,
and that its Donaldson invariants are not all zero. Then there are finitely many classes
K1; : : : ; Ks 2H

2.X IZ/ and nonzero constants ˇ1; : : : ; ˇs 2Q such that

DwX .h/D e
Q.h/=2

sX
rD1

.�1/.w
2CKr �w/=2ˇre

Kr �h;

where Q.h/ D h � h is the intersection form on X. Moreover, if R is a smoothly
embedded, oriented, homologically nontrivial surface in X with nonnegative self-
intersection, then

jKr �RjCR �R � 2g.R/� 2

for all r D 1; : : : ; s .
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The Kr above are called the (Donaldson) basic classes of X. We recall that K is
a basic class if and only if �K is. Witten’s conjecture [58] asserts the following
relationship between the Donaldson and Seiberg–Witten invariants:

Conjecture 2.2 Suppose that b1.X/ D 0, that bC2 .X/ > 1 is odd, and that X has
Seiberg–Witten simple type. Then X has simple type, the basic classes of X are
precisely the Seiberg–Witten basic classes of X (those K for which SWX .K/ is
nonzero), and there is a nonzero constant c.X/ depending only on X such that

ˇr D c.X/ �SWX .Kr/

for all r D 1; : : : ; s .

Building on work of Feehan and Leness [19], Kronheimer and Mrowka established the
following special case of Witten’s conjecture [36, Corollary 7]:

Theorem 2.3 Suppose that

� X is a symplectic 4–manifold with H1.X/D 0 and bC2 .X/ > 1,

� X has the same Betti numbers b˙2 .X/ as a smooth hypersurface in CP3 of even
degree at least 6, and

� X contains a tight surface of genus at least 2 and a sphere of self-intersection �1.

Then X satisfies the conclusions of Conjecture 2.2.

Remark 2.4 Readers familiar with [36] should note that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3
imply the more general ones used in that paper. Indeed, since X is symplectic with
H1.X/D0, it is automatically true that X has Seiberg–Witten simple type, that bC2 .X/
is odd (since bC2 �b1C1 is even for almost complex manifolds), that b˙2 .X/ determines
the Euler characteristic and signature of X, and that H 2.X/ has no 2–torsion.

Lastly, we record the following observation; see eg [53, Proposition 2.9].

Remark 2.5 If X # CP2 satisfies Conjecture 2.2, then so does X.

2.2 Instanton Floer homology

We recall below the construction of instanton Floer homology, which is used to define
sutured instanton homology.
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Let .Y; ˛/ be a pair consisting of a closed 3–manifold Y and an oriented, smoothly
embedded 1–cycle ˛ � Y intersecting some smoothly embedded, oriented surface in
an odd number of points. We associate the following data to this pair:

� A Hermitian line bundle w! Y with c1.w/ Poincaré dual to ˛ .

� A U.2/ bundle E! Y equipped with an isomorphism � W
V2
E! w .

Let C be the space of SO.3/ connections on ad.E/. The group G of “determinant-1”
gauge transformations of E (the automorphisms of E that respect � ) acts naturally
on C , and the instanton Floer homology group I�.Y /˛ is the Z=8Z–graded C–module
arising as the Morse homology for the Chern–Simons functional on BD C=G , as in [17].

The empty manifold is considered to have Floer homology equal to C.

Given a closed, embedded surface R� Y of genus g.R/� 1 such that ˛ �R is odd, the
cap product with a certain associated class �.R/ 2H 2.B/ defines an endomorphism
of degree 2, which we also denote by

�.R/W I�.Y /˛! I��2.Y /˛:

Any two such operators �.R/ and �.S/ commute. Moreover, the eigenvalues of �.R/
all have the form ˙2k or ˙2ki , where k is an integer satisfying

0� k � g.R/� 1;

by [37, Corollary 7.2].

Definition 2.6 Given .Y; ˛/ and a surface R � Y of genus at least 2 as above, we
define

I�.Y jR/˛ � I�.Y /˛

as the generalized eigenspace of �.R/ with eigenvalue 2� 2g.R/.

Remark 2.7 The .2g.R/�2/–generalized eigenspace is used instead in [37; 4], but
Definition 2.6 is consistent with our choice in [5] and produces isomorphic invariants.

Remark 2.8 For a given triple .Y; ˛;R/, the constructions above technically depend
on the choice of triple .w;E; �/, but any two such choices result in C–modules
that are related by canonical isomorphisms which are well-defined up to sign (see
[38, Section 4]). So, technically, these groups form what we call a f˙1g–transitive
system of C–modules in [4]. It is really this kind of system that we are referring to
when we write I�.Y jR/˛ or I�.Y /˛ . However, we will generally gloss over that
subtlety in this paper, and think of these systems as honest C–modules.
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Suppose R0 and R1 are embedded surfaces in Y0 and Y1 as above. A cobordism .W; �/

from .Y0; ˛0/ to .Y1; ˛1/ together with an embedded surface RW � W containing
R0 and R1 as components gives rise to a map

I�.W jRW /� W I�.Y0jR0/˛0
! I�.Y1jR1/˛1

:

This map depends only on the homology class Œ���H2.W; @W IZ/ and the isomor-
phism class of .W; �/, where two pairs are isomorphic if they are diffeomorphic by a
map which intertwines the (generally implicit) boundary identifications.

Finally, we describe the relationship between Donaldson invariants and Floer homology.
Suppose first that X is a smooth 4–manifold with nonempty boundary @X D Y , and
˛ is a 1–cycle in Y as above. Then each class w 2H 2.X/ whose restriction to Y is
Poincaré dual to ˛ determines a relative Donaldson invariant

‰w;X W A.X/! I�.Y /˛:

Given a surface R� Y and a polynomial p 2QŒt �, we may view p.R/ as an element
of A.X/, in which case we have the relation

(2-1) ‰w;X .p.R//D p.�.R// �‰w;X .1/ 2 I�.Y /˛:

Moreover, if � is a 2–cycle in X with @� D ˛ , and � is Poincaré dual to w , then we
have a cobordism map

I�.X jR/� W C! I�.Y jR/˛;

and I�.X jR/�.1/ is simply the projection of ‰w;X .1/ to the generalized eigenspace
I�.Y jR/˛ .

Now, suppose that X D X1 [Y X2 is obtained by gluing together two 4–manifolds
along a common boundary component, Y � @X1 and �Y � @X2 . Suppose further that
w 2H 2.X/ restricts to Y as the Poincaré dual of ˛ . Then there is a pairing

h � ; � iW I�.Y /˛˝ I�.�Y /˛!C

as well as a natural product

A.X1/˝A.X2/!A.X/

such that if we let wi D wjXi
and take �i 2A.Xi /, then

(2-2) DwX .�1�2/D h‰w1;X1
.�1/; ‰w2;X2

.�2/i;
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as described in [17, Section 6.4]. (The reader might also refer to [25; 10], though we
will not need a pairing theorem for relative classes in H�.Xi ; Y / as given there.)

2.3 Open book decompositions

The discussion below is adapted from [5], though simplified somewhat by only con-
sidering open book decompositions of 3–manifolds which are the complement of a
Darboux ball in a closed contact 3–manifold.

Definition 2.9 An open book is a triple .S; h; c/, where

� S is a compact, oriented surface with nonempty boundary, called the page;

� hW S ! S is a diffeomorphism which restricts to the identity on @S ;

� c D fc1; : : : ; cb1.S/g is a set of disjoint, properly embedded arcs such that S Xc

deformation retracts onto a point; these are often known as basis arcs.

The product manifold S�Œ�1; 1� admits an Œ�1; 1�–invariant contact structure in which
each S � ftg is a convex surface with collared Legendrian boundary and dividing set
consisting of one boundary-parallel arc on each component of @S, oriented in the same
direction as @S. Upon rounding corners, we obtain a product sutured contact manifold
in the terminology of [5], denoted by H.S/, which is topologically a handlebody
with boundary the double of S and dividing set @S � f0g � @H.S/. For notational
convenience, we will often simply equate H.S/ and S � Œ�1; 1�, as in the definition
below.

Definition 2.10 Given an open book .S; h; c/, let 1; : : : ; b1.S/ be the curves given
by

i D .ci � f1g/[ .@ci � Œ�1; 1�/[ .h.ci /� f�1g/� @.S � Œ�1; 1�/D @H.S/:

Each i intersects the dividing set on @H.S/ in two points. We define M.S; h; c/ to
be the contact manifold built from H.S/ by attaching contact 2–handles along these
curves.

Definition 2.11 An open book decomposition of the based contact 3–manifold .Y; �;p/
is an open book .S; h; c/ together with a contactomorphism

f W M.S; h; c/! .Y.p/; �jY.p//;

where Y.p/ is the complement of a Darboux ball around the point p .
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Suppose .S; h; c/ and .S 0; h0; c0/ are two open books. A diffeomorphism of pairs

(2-3) gW .S; c/! .S 0; c0/

which intertwines h and h0 gives rise to a canonical isotopy class of contactomorphisms

(2-4) xgW M.S; h; c/!M.S 0; h0; c0/:

Definition 2.12 We say that open book decompositions .S; h; c; f / and .S 0; h0; c0; f 0/
are isomorphic if there exists a diffeomorphism g as in (2-3) such that f D f 0 ı xg .

The existence part of the Giroux correspondence [27] asserts the following:

Theorem 2.13 Every closed contact 3–manifold has an open book decomposition.

Remark 2.14 The harder uniqueness part of the Giroux correspondence asserts that any
two open book decompositions of a contact 3–manifold are related, up to isomorphism,
by a sequence of positive stabilizations; see [5, Definition 2.24]. Our invariance proof
for the contact element introduced in [5] and described in Section 2.5 makes use of
this. However, we will not need this invariance for our results relating Stein fillings to
SU.2/ representations. See Remark 2.18.

2.4 Stein manifolds and Lefschetz fibrations

Recall that if .W; J / is a compact Stein 4–manifold and Y D @W is a regular level
set of a proper, strictly plurisubharmonic function on W , then

� D T Y \J.T Y /

is a contact structure on Y . Moreover, .W; J / is called a Stein domain and is said to
be a Stein filling of .Y; �/. A smooth, surjective map � W W !D2 is called a positive
allowable Lefschetz fibration (PALF) if

� its critical points are isolated and in distinct fibers over the interior of D2 ;

� it has the form �.z1; z2/D z
2
1Cz

2
2 on a neighborhood D4�C2 of each critical

point;

� the vanishing cycles in each singular fiber are nonseparating.

Loi and Piergallini [42] and Akbulut and Özbağcı [2] proved that every Stein domain
admits a PALF, and Plamenevskaya [48, Appendix A] showed that said PALF is
compatible with the induced contact structure on the boundary.
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More precisely, suppose .W; J / is a Stein filling of .Y; �/ and let p be a point of Y .
Then .W; J / admits a PALF � W W ! D2 whose regular fibers †x D ��1.x/ are
surfaces with boundary. Define S D†�.p/ and fix any collection

c D fc1; c2; : : : ; cb1.S/g

of basis arcs on S which avoids p . Let h be the diffeomorphism of S given by a
product �v1

�v2
: : : �vm

of positive Dehn twists along vanishing cycles v1; : : : ; vm of �
in the usual manner. The natural identification of the mapping torus of h with the union
of fibers

S
�2@D2 †� gives rise to a contactomorphism

f W M.S; h; c/! .Y.p/; �jY.p//;

which is canonical up to isotopy. The corresponding open book decomposition
.S; h; c; f / of .Y; �; p/ is uniquely determined, up to isomorphism, by � together
with the basis of arcs c .

Remark 2.15 As noted in [48, Appendix A], positively stabilizing the above open
book decomposition corresponds to taking a boundary connected sum of W with
the standard Stein 4–ball. In particular, given Stein structures J1; : : : ; Jk on W ,
we can find corresponding PALFs �1; : : : ; �k W W ! D2 such that the fibers of the
various �i (and, hence, the pages of the induced open book decompositions for the
contact structures �i DT Y \Ji .T Y / on Y ) are all diffeomorphic to a common surface.
We can, moreover, take this common surface to have arbitrarily large genus and exactly
one boundary component.

2.5 An instanton contact invariant

We recall below the construction of our contact invariant in sutured instanton homol-
ogy [5]. Our review is tailored to the needs of this paper.

Suppose .Y; �; p/ is a based contact manifold with open book decomposition

.S; h; c D fc1; : : : ; cb1.S/g; f /:

Let 1; : : : ; b1.S/ be the curves in the boundary of S � Œ�1; 1� given by

i D .ci � f1g/[ .@ci � Œ�1; 1�/[ .h.ci /� f�1g/:

Recall from Section 2.3 that M.S; h; c/ is obtained by attaching 2–handles to S�Œ�1;1�
along these curves. Fix a compact, connected, oriented surface T of genus at least 8,
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S T

h

˛
�

3

1

�1

1
2

Figure 1: A schematic of R�h S1 , � , ˛ and the i , where h is a positive
Dehn twist and S � Œ�1; 1� is shaded. For ease of drawing, we have shown
the curve � as lying on the fiber R � f1g rather than R � f2g . Moreover,
g.T /D 3 in this illustration, whereas we actually require that g.T /� 8 .

with an identification @T Š�@S, and let RD S [T be the closed surface obtained by
gluing S to T . In a slight abuse of notation, we will also use h to denote the extension
of h to R by the identity on T . We think of the mapping torus of hW R!R as given
by

R�h S
1
WDR� Œ�1; 3�=

�
.x; 3/� .h.x/;�1/

�
:

Likewise, in what follows, we will think of the product R�S1 as given by

R�S1 WDR� Œ�1; 3�=..x; 3/� .x;�1//:

In order to eventually define instanton Floer homology, we also fix an embedded,
nonseparating curve

�� int.T /� f2g �R� f2g �R�h S
1

and a closed curve

˛ D fqg � Œ�1; 3��R�h S
1;

where q is a point of int.T /X � � R . See Figure 1 for a schematic of R �h S1 , �
and ˛ . Since S � Œ�1; 1� is naturally a codimension-0 submanifold of R�h S1 , we
can and will view the i as curves in R�h S1 , as shown in the figure. As we shall
see, the topological result below enables the definition of our contact invariant.
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Proposition 2.16 The 3–manifold obtained via surgery on the @.S�Œ�1; 1�/–framed
link

LD 1[ � � � [ b1.S/ �R�h S
1

is canonically diffeomorphic (up to isotopy) to the union

M.S; h; c/[@ ..R�S1/XB3/;

where B3 is a small ball around a point in S � f0g �R�S1 .

Proof It is an easy exercise to check that surgering along the framed link L is
topologically equivalent to first cutting R�h S1 open along @.S � Œ�1; 1�/ to obtain
the two pieces

P D S � Œ�1; 1� and QD .R�h S
1/X int.S � Œ�1; 1�/;

then gluing 2–handles to each piece along the components of L, and then gluing the
resulting 3–manifolds back together along their 2–sphere boundaries. Note that the
result of attaching these 2–handles to P is precisely the 3–manifold M.S; h; c/. It
thus suffices to show that attaching these 2–handles to Q yields something which is
homeomorphic to .R�S1/XB3 . We can think of these 2–handles as

Hi DD
2
i � I WD .ci � Œ�1; 1�/� I

for i D 1; : : : ; b1.S/, where Hi is attached to Q along i according to the map

@D2i ! @QD�@.S � Œ�1; 1�/

which is the identity on ci � f1g and on @ci � Œ�1; 1�, and h on ci � f�1g. We will
write

(2-5) Q[hH1[ � � � [Hb1.S/

for the result of this attachment. On the other hand, note that if we attach these Hi to

Q0 D .R�S1/X int.S � Œ�1; 1�/

according to the map
@D2i ! @Q0 D�@.S � Œ�1; 1�/

which is the identity on all of @D2i D @.ci � Œ�1; 1�/, then we recover precisely the
complement .R�S1/XB3 . Let us write

(2-6) Q0[idH1[ � � � [Hb1.S/
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for the result of this attachment. The canonical homeomorphism from (2-5) to (2-6) is
then given by the map which is the identity on each Hi and sends .x; t/ to .x; t/ for
each

.x; t/ 2QD .R�h S
1/X int.S � Œ�1; 1�/:

Let Y denote the connected sum

Y D Y # .R�S1/;

formed as the union of Y.p/ with the complement of a small ball around a point in
S � f0g �R�S1 . Note that the diffeomorphism f extends in a canonical way to a
diffeomorphism

(2-7) M.S; h; c/[@ ..R�S
1/XB3/ ��! Y ;

which identifies the fiber R�f2g and the curves � and ˛ with the corresponding objects
in Y . Let V denote the cobordism obtained from .R �h S

1/ � Œ0; 1� by attaching
2–handles to .R �h S

1/ � f1g along the framed link L in Proposition 2.16. The
identification in (2-7) enables us to view V as a cobordism

(2-8) V W R�h S
1
! Y :

This cobordism then induces a map on instanton Floer homology,

(2-9) I�.�V j�R/� W I�.�R�h S
1
j�R/˛t�! I�.�Y j�R/˛t�;

where � � V is the properly embedded cylinder given by

� D .˛ t �/� Œ0; 1�;

and the “j�R” in the notation for these Floer groups and map is shorthand for
“j�.R � f2g/”. The codomain of this cobordism map is isomorphic to the sutured
instanton homology of the manifold �Y.p/ (with a single equatorial suture on its
boundary), as defined by Kronheimer and Mrowka in [37]. We will refer to the data
D D .Y ;R; �; ˛/ as a marked odd closure of Y.p/, and define the sutured instanton
homology of �D to be this C–module,

SHI.�D/ WD I�.�Y j�R/˛t�:

While this module depends on the choice of closure, we proved in [4] that the modules
associated to different closures are related by canonical isomorphisms which are
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well-defined up to multiplication by units in C.1 These modules therefore form what we
call a projectively transitive system of C–modules in [4], and denote by SHI.�Y.p//.

It is shown in [37], building on work of Muñoz [45], that

I�.�R�h S
1
j�R/˛t� ŠC:

Let 1 refer to any nonzero generator of this module, and define

‚.�;D/ WD I�.�V j�R/�.1/ 2 I�.�Y j�R/˛t� D SHI.�D/:

This class is well-defined up to multiplication by units in C. Moreover, we show in [5]
that for two different choices of marked odd closure D and D 0, the elements ‚.�;D/
and ‚.�;D 0/ are related by the canonical isomorphism relating the modules associated
to these closures. In the language of [5], the collection f‚.�;D/gD thus defines an
element

‚.�/ 2 SHI.�Y.p//:

As the notation suggests, this is an invariant of the contact manifold .Y; �; p/. We
summarize that and other important properties in the theorem below, from [5].

Theorem 2.17 The class ‚.�/ is invariant under positive stabilization of the open
book decomposition .S; h; c; f /, and is therefore an invariant of the based contact
manifold .Y; �; p/. The invariant ‚.�/ is zero if � is overtwisted and nonzero if � is
Stein fillable.

In particular, the second statement is equivalent to the assertion that ‚.�;D/ is zero
if � is overtwisted and nonzero if � is Stein fillable, for any marked odd closure D

of Y.p/. We will think exclusively in terms of closures for the remainder of this article.

Remark 2.18 For the applications to SU.2/ representations in this paper, we will not
actually need invariance of the class ‚.�/ under positive stabilization. In a related
vein, the curve � in the definition of a marked odd closure is used to define the
canonical isomorphisms relating various closures and the corresponding elements
‚.�;D/. It turns out that we will not need these isomorphisms either for our results
about SU.2/ representations, though we do need them for precise statements about the
linear independence of our contact elements. So, if one is only interested in our results
about SU.2/ representations, she may ignore the curve �.

1Kronheimer and Mrowka showed that different choices give isomorphic modules.
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3 Stein fillings and the contact class

Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.6, restated here in the language of
closures.

Theorem 1.6 Suppose W is a compact 4–manifold with boundary Y , that W admits
Stein structures J1; : : : ; Jn with induced contact structures �1; : : : ; �n on Y , and that
the Chern classes c1.J1/; : : : ; c1.Jn/ are distinct as elements of H 2.W IR/. Then
there is a marked odd closure D D .Y ;R; �; ˛/ of Y.p/ such that the elements

‚.�1;D/; : : : ; ‚.�n;D/ 2 SHI.�D/D I�.�Y j�R/˛t�

are linearly independent for any p 2 Y .

Our proof occupies the next three subsections, so we sketch it here.

First, given a Lefschetz fibration on a Stein filling .W; J / of .Y; �/ and a point p 2 Y ,
we construct in Section 3.1 a 4–manifold Xı admitting a Lefschetz fibration over the
annulus with closed fibers R , and a marked odd closure D D .Y ;R; �; ˛/ of Y.p/
such that Y separates Xı into two pieces,

Xı D�V [
�Y W

�;

where V is a 2–handle cobordism of the sort described in Section 2.5, specifically (2-8);
and where W � depends only on the smooth topology of W . See Figure 2 for a schematic
of Xı .

Then, we describe in Section 3.2 how to cap off Xı with 4–manifolds Z and C, to
obtain a closed 4–manifold

zX DX [
�Y
zC WD .Z [�V /[

�Y .W
�
[C/;

still separated by Y , admitting a Lefschetz fibration over the sphere which naturally
extends that on Xı , and where zC depends only on W . Moreover, we perform this
capping off in a manner that enables us to understand the Donaldson invariants (in
particular, the basic classes) of zX. See Figure 4 for a schematic of zX.

Given n different Stein structures J1; : : : ; Jn on W , inducing contact structures
�1; : : : ; �n on Y as in Theorem 1.6, we thus obtain closed 4–manifolds zX1; : : : ; zXn of
the form described above. Further, we can arrange that the same marked odd closure D

of Y.p/ separates each of these zXi into two pieces,

zXi DXi [�Y
zC ;
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with zC as above, such that Xi has relative invariant the contact class

‰ zwi ;Xi
.pbot.�R//D‚.�i ;D/ 2 SHI.�D/D I�.�Y j�R/˛t� � I�.�Y /˛t�

for some polynomial pbot.t/ 2QŒt �.

Finally, supposing the Chern classes of these Ji are distinct as in the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.6, we describe in Section 3.3 how to distinguish the elements ‚.�1;D/, : : : ,
‚.�n;D/ by computing certain Donaldson invariants of the various zXi . Specifically,
we first identify a class † 2H2. zC/ on which the canonical classes of the Lefschetz
fibrations zXi ! S2 take different values, k1; : : : ; kn . We then define, for each i , a
polynomial gi .t/ 2QŒt � such that pairing the class

‚.�j ;D/ 2 I�.�Y /˛t� D I�.�@ zC/˛t�

with the relative invariant

‰
zw; zC

��
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�
2 I�.@ zC/˛t�

gives a certain Donaldson invariant of zXj which vanishes unless kj Dki , or equivalently
unless j D i . This guarantees that ‚.�i ;D/ could not have been a linear combination
of the other ‚.�j ;D/, proving Theorem 1.6.

3.1 Lefschetz fibrations and marked odd closures

Suppose .W; J / is a Stein filling of .Y; �/ and fix a point p 2 Y . As described in
Section 2.4, W admits a corresponding Lefschetz fibration

(3-1) � W W !D2:

Let .S; h; c; f / be an open book decomposition of .Y; �; p/ constructed from this
Lefschetz fibration, also described therein. In particular, h is a product

hD �v1
�v2

: : : �vm

of positive Dehn twists along vanishing cycles for the fibration. Fix a surface T of
genus at least 8, with an identification @T Š�@S, and let RD S[T . In a slight abuse
of notation, we will also use h to denote the extension of h to R by the identity on T .
By construction, p is also a point of S. Let

Y D Y # .R�S1/;
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formed as the union of Y.p/ with the complement of a small ball around

p� f0g 2 S � f0g �R�S1;

and fix curves � and ˛ as described in Section 2.5, so that D D .Y ;R; �; ˛/ is a
marked odd closure of Y.p/.

As outlined at the beginning of this section, we will define a 4–manifold Xı , admitting
a Lefschetz fibration over the annulus with generic fiber R , which is separated by Y
into two cobordisms,

�V W �R�h S
1
!�Y and W �

W �Y !�R�S1:

The cobordism V is simply the cobordism used in Section 2.5 to define the con-
tact invariant ‚.�/. In particular, letting � � V denote the cylindrical cobordism
.�t˛/� Œ0; 1�, as in that subsection, we have that the induced cobordism map sends a
nonzero generator to the appropriate contact class, by definition. We record this in the
form of a lemma for easy reference.

Lemma 3.1 The cobordism map

I�.�V j�R/� W C Š I�.�R�h S
1
j�R/˛t�! I�.�Y j�R/˛t� D SHI.�D/

satisfies
I�.�V j�R/�.1/D‚.�;D/;

where 1 represents any nonzero element of the domain.

We now describe the cobordism W � . The Lefschetz fibration � in (3-1) specifies a
handle decomposition of W in which we first attach b1.S/ 1–handles to the 4–ball to
form S �D2 , and then attach �1–framed 2–handles along copies of the vanishing
cycles vi in fibers S � �i ; �i 2 @D2 , to obtain W .

If we turn the above handle decomposition of W upside-down and omit the 4–ball,
we obtain a cobordism

W XB4W �Y !�S3:

Furthermore, we may describe this cobordism as formed from �Y � Œ0; 1� by first
attaching C1–framed 2–handles along corresponding copies of the vanishing cycles in
f1g��Y , producing a cobordism from �Y to � #b1.S/.S1�S2/, and then attaching
3–handles to the latter boundary along 2–spheres to cancel the S1 �S2 summands.
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�V W �

�R�hS
1

�Y �R�S1

�

�Y

�R�S1 �R�S1

�S3

S1�I

Figure 2: The composition XıD�V [
�Y W

� and its Lefschetz fibration over
S1 � Œ0; 1� . The region of W � above the dotted line consists of the handles
coming from the given Lefschetz fibration on the Stein filling W ; the region
below is just a product. The cylindrical cobordism � is represented in gray.

Let N.p/ be a small ball in �Y around p and let B3 denote a small ball around

p� f0g � �.R�S1/:

Let W ı denote the cobordism with corners,

W ıW �Y XN.p/!�S3 XN.p/;

obtained by removing from the above W XB4 the product N.p/� Œ0; 1�. We then
define the cobordism W � as the union

W �
DW ı[

[
@N.p/�Œ0;1�D@B3�Œ0;1�

.�.R�S1/XB3/� Œ0; 1�:

In a slight abuse of notation, we will also use � to denote the cylinder � �W � given
by .�t˛/� Œ0; 1� as well as the cylinder

� �Xı WD �V [
�Y W

�

given by the union of the cylinders � ��V and � �W � . See Figure 2 for a schematic
diagram of .Xı; �/.

While V certainly depends on the chosen Lefschetz fibration on W , we show that W �

does not. More precisely, we have the following:
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Lemma 3.2 The pair .W �; �/ depends only on the smooth topology of W and on the
tuple .S;R; �; ˛/, and there is a natural map

i�W H2.W /!H2.W
�/

which also depends only on this data.

Proof Suppose we have fixed a tuple .S;R; �; ˛/. The lemma is then saying that
.W �; �/ is independent of the chosen Lefschetz fibration on W . As explained above, a
Lefschetz fibration on W provides a description of W XB4 as obtained from �Y �Œ0; 1�
by attaching 2– and 3–handles. But the handle attachments associated to different
Lefschetz fibrations on W can be related by a sequence of handle moves avoiding p .
Such a sequence then gives rise to a diffeomorphism between the two corresponding
versions of .W �; �/ which restricts to the identity on the boundary Y t�.R�S1/.

To describe the map
i�W H2.W /!H2.W

�/;

note that W ı can be identified as the complement in W of

D D B4[ .N.p/� Œ0; 1�/:

But D retracts into @W , so any class in H2.W / can be realized by an embedded
surface which avoids it and hence lies in W ı � W � ; this defines the desired map.
To check that i� is well-defined, we observe that any two surfaces in W ı which are
homologous in W must cobound a 3–chain in W , and this 3–chain can likewise be
made to avoid D, so they remain homologous in W � as well.

We next show how the Lefschetz fibration on W defines a Lefschetz fibration on Xı

over the annulus, per the following lemma. Although Xı is constructed as a cobordism
from �R�h S1 to �R�S1 , we will find it convenient to view Xı upside-down as a
cobordism from R�S1 to R�h S1 .

Lemma 3.3 The composite cobordism

Xı D�V [
�Y W

�
W R�S1!R�h S

1

admits a relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration over the annulus with generic fiber R .

Proof From the definitions of �V and W � , we have that Xı is formed by first
thickening �R �h S1 ; then attaching @.S � Œ�1; 1�/–framed 2–handles along the
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curves

i � @.S � Œ�1; 1�/��R�h S
1
I

then attaching C1–framed 2–handles (with respect to the S –framing) along copies

vj � f�j g � S � f�j g

of the vanishing cycles, where

�1 < �1 < � � �< �m < 1I

and then attaching 3–handles along the S2 ’s in the resulting

�
�
#b1.S/.S1 �S2/

�
# .R�S1/

boundary. The left side of Figure 3 shows a Kirby diagram in �R �h S1 for the
2–handle attachments along the i and the copies of the vj .

Observe that if we slide the bottom arc h.ci /� f�1g of each i over the 2–handles
attached along the vj � f�j g, the effect on i is simply to replace this arc with a
copy of h�1.h.ci // D ci , as shown in Figure 3, center. This is because performing
C1–surgeries on these copies of the vj is topologically the same as cutting along an
S�f�g fiber and regluing by the corresponding composition of left-handed Dehn twists
around the vj , and this composition is precisely h�1 .

Let us denote the curves obtained from i via these slides by  0i . After an isotopy of
the  0i and the vj , we may view  0i as given by

 0i D @.ci � Œ0; 1�/;

and the copies of vj as

vj � f�
0
j g � S � f�

0
j g;

where

�1� � 01 < � � �< �
0
m < 0;

as shown in Figure 3, center.

The cobordism Xı is thus formed by first attaching C1–framed 2–handles along the
vj � f�

0
j g; then attaching @.S � Œ0; 1�/–framed 2–handles along the  0i , which has the

effect of connect-summing the outgoing boundary with b1.S/ copies of S1 �S2 , as
these  0i bound disjoint disks in S � Œ0; 1�; and then attaching 3–handles along the
spheres f�g�S2 in these S1�S2 summands, canceling the 2–handles attached along
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TS

h

�1

0

1

3

slide
ci

h.ci /

vj

ci

ci

vj

˛ �

3–hdles

vj

Figure 3: Left: attaching 2–handles along the i and copies of vj in
�R�h S

1 ; we have labeled the top and bottom arcs of i by ci and h.ci / .
Center: the result of sliding the i over the vj handles. Right: after attach-
ing 3–handles to cancel the  0i handles, we are left only with C1–framed
attachments along the copies of vj .

the  0i . That is, Xı is obtained by simply thickening �R�h S1 and then attaching
C1–framed 2–handles along the vj � f� 0j g, as depicted in Figure 3, right. Therefore,
as a cobordism

XıW R�S1!R�h S
1;

Xı is obtained from .R�S1/� Œ0; 1� by attaching �1–framed 2–handles along the
vj � f�

0
j g � f1g. This shows that Xı admits a relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration

over the annulus S1� Œ0; 1�, with generic fiber R and vanishing cycles given by the vj ,
as claimed.
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The Lefschetz fibrations on W and Xı equip these 4–manifolds with canonical classes,
KW and KXı . The remainder of this subsection is devoted to understanding their
relationship, per Lemma 3.4 below. In this lemma,

i W H2.W /!H2.X
ı/

refers to the composition of the map

i�W H2.W /!H2.W
�/

of Lemma 3.2 with the map H2.W �/!H2.X
ı/ induced by inclusion.

Lemma 3.4 The canonical classes of W !D2 and Xı! S1 � Œ0; 1� satisfy

KW �†DKXı � i.†/

for all † 2H2.W /.

Proof In order to understand KW , recall once more that W is built from S �D2 by
attaching �1–framed 2–handles along the vanishing cycles v1; : : : ; vm , which we will
view as living in a single fiber S. Since S�D2 has the homotopy type of a 1–complex,
we have

H2.W /D ker.Zm!H1.S//;

where the map sends .c1; : : : ; cm/ to
P
ci Œvi �. In other words, every class †2H2.W /

is represented by a 2–chain � in S with boundary @� equal to some linear combination
of the vi , together with Lefschetz thimbles capping off each vi component of @� in
the core of the corresponding 2–handle.

The canonical class KW is, by definition,

c1.detC.T �W //D�c1.W; J /:

Since the fiber S can be made symplectic, KW restricts to S as �e.TS/, and so
its evaluation on the chain � is determined entirely by the topology of � . Similarly,
its evaluation on the Lefschetz thimbles depends only on their number, since each is
identified with the core of a �1–framed handle in a standard way. Thus, the evaluation
KW �† depends only on the chain � �S. (See [46, Section 2] for an explicit description
of this evaluation in the case where � is a subsurface of S, noting that their c1.k/ is
our �KW .)

To complete the proof, we simply note that if †2H2.W / is represented by the 2–chain
� � S together with some Lefschetz thimbles, then i.†/ 2 H2.Xı/ is represented
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by the same � � S �R , viewed as a 2–chain in a fiber R of the Lefschetz fibration
on Xı , together with the corresponding Lefschetz thimbles. The evaluation KXı � i.†/
is therefore computed in exactly the same way as KW �†.

3.2 Capping off Lefschetz fibrations

Below, we describe how to cap off the cobordism Xı defined in the previous subsection
with 4–manifolds C and Z to form a closed 4–manifold zX, as outlined at the beginning
of this section. We construct these caps carefully, per the lemma below, in a manner
that enables us to understand the basic classes of zX.

Lemma 3.5 There exist smooth 4–manifolds C and Z , with boundaries

@C ŠR�S1 and @Z Š�R�h S
1

such that

� H1.C /DH1.Z/D 0;

� C and Z admit relatively minimal Lefschetz fibrations over D2 with generic
fiber R , compatible with the given fibrations of their boundaries; and

� C and Z each contain two closed, smoothly embedded surfaces of genus 2 and
self-intersection 2 which are disjoint from each other and from a generic fiber;
in particular, bC2 .C / > 1 and bC2 .Z/ > 1.

Moreover, the construction of C depends only on R .

Proof We proceed along the lines of [53, Section 4]. To define C, we first choose a
relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration C0! S2 with generic fiber R whose vanishing
cycles contain a set of generators for H1.R/. We then define C to be the fiber sum

C D .R�D2/ #R .C0 #R C0/ #R .C0 #R C0/:

We have H1.C /D 0 because the vanishing cycles generate the homology of the fiber.

To verify the claim about surfaces of positive intersection in C, it is enough to check
that each C0 #R C0 summand contains a surface of the form described in the lemma.
We prove this exactly as in the proof of [53, Lemma 4.6]. Namely, take a matching
path between one critical value in each copy of C0 , each with the same vanishing cycle
 �R , and let S be a sphere of self-intersection �2 lying above this path. Next, take
a circle in the base which separates the bases of the two C0 summands and intersects
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the matching path once, and let T be a torus of self-intersection zero lying above this
circle whose restriction to each fiber is a curve dual to  . Then S �T D 1, and by
surgering two parallel copies of T to S we obtain a genus 2 surface of self-intersection

.ŒS�C 2ŒT �/2 D 2

in the summand C0 #R C0 .

The construction of Z proceeds identically, except for the first step: we first factor

h�1W R!R

into a product of positive Dehn twists around nonseparating curves and construct a
relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration Z0!D2 with corresponding vanishing cycles
and generic fiber R , so that

@Z0 DR�h�1 S1 Š�R�h S
1:

We then define Z to be the fiber sum

Z DZ0 #R .C0 #R C0/ #R .C0 #R C0/;

with C0 as above.

We now define the closed 4–manifold zX by gluing these caps to Xı :

zX DZ [�R�hS1 �V [�Y W
�
[�R�S1 C;

as indicated in Figure 4. Note that Y separates zX into the 4–manifolds

X WDZ [�V and zC WDW �
[C

with boundaries
@X D�Y D�@ zC :

Since H1.Z/DH1.C /D 0, we may extend the cylinder � �Xı to a closed surface

z� � zX

by capping off the cycles �\@Z and �\@C inside Z and C. Let us fix some such z� .

We record some of the important properties of . zX; z�/ in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.6 The closed 4–manifold zX above satisfies the following:

(1) There is a relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration zX ! S2 with generic fiber R
extending the Lefschetz fibration Xı! S1 � Œ0; 1�.
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�VZ CW �

�R�hS
1

�Y �R�S1

z�

�Y

�R�S1�R�S1

�S3

S1�ID2 D2

Figure 4: The Lefschetz fibration zX D .�Z [�V [
�Y W

�[C/! S2

(2) The 3–manifold �Y separates zX into two pieces, X [
�Y
zC , each of which

contains two disjoint genus-2 surfaces of self-intersection 2 and thus has bC2 >1.

(3) H1. zX/D 0 and zX has simple type.

(4) The relative invariant of X satisfies

I�.X j�R/z�.1/D‚.�;D/:

Moreover, the pair . zC ; z� \ zC/ is independent of the Lefschetz fibration on W .

Remark 3.7 Since zX admits an almost complex structure, we have that

bC2 .
zX/� b1. zX/C 1

is even. The fact, from Lemma 3.6, that b1. zX/D 0 then implies that bC2 . zX/ is odd.
We will make use of this later.

Proof of Lemma 3.6 Property (1) follows immediately from the construction of zX.
See Figure 4 for a schematic of the Lefschetz fibration on zX. Property (2) follows
from the fact that the same is true of Z and C. For property (3), note that H1. zX/D 0
since the vanishing cycles of the Lefschetz fibration on zX generate the homology of
the fiber R , as this is true for Z and C. Moreover, zX has simple type because, as
recorded in property (2), zX contains a tight surface (see the discussion in Section 2.1).
For property (4), note that since X DZ ı�V , we have

(3-2) I�.X j�R/z�.1/D I�.�V j�R/�.I�.Zj�R/z�.1//:
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Since there is a relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration Z!D2 with bC2 .Z/� 1 whose
fiber R has genus at least 2 and is dual to z� , we know from [53, Proposition 8.2] that
the relative invariant

I�.Zj�R/z�.1/ 2 I�.�R�h S
1
j�R/˛t� ŠC

is nonzero, so the element in (3-2) is simply I�.�V j�R/�.1/, which is equal to
‚.�;D/ by construction/definition, as recorded in Lemma 3.1. The last claim, that
. zC ; z� \ zC/ is independent of the Lefschetz fibration on W , is self-evident.

Since zX admits a relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration over the sphere with fiber R
of genus at least 2, its canonical class K zX is the only Seiberg–Witten basic class K
such that

K �RD 2g.R/� 2;

as shown by the second author in [53, Theorem 1.3].2 We would like the same to
be true of the (Donaldson) basic classes of zX. We prove below that by modifying Z
slightly, in a way that does not change the properties described in Lemma 3.5, we can
arrange for zX to satisfy Conjecture 2.2, in which case the two types of basic classes
coincide, as desired.

Proposition 3.8 We can arrange that zX satisfies Conjecture 2.2 by replacing Z with
a suitable fiber sum Z #RZ0.

Proof By construction, zX is symplectic with H1. zX/D0 and bC2 . zX/>1, and contains
a genus 2 surface with self-intersection 2. It therefore suffices, by Theorem 2.3 and
Remark 2.5, to show that after replacing Z with a suitable fiber sum Z #R Z0 and
then blowing up some number of times, the resulting manifold zX 0 has the same Betti
numbers b˙2 . zX

0/ as a smooth hypersurface in CP3 of even degree at least 6. In order
to show this, we first argue the following:

Claim 3.9 We can arrange that

b�2 .
zX/

bC2 .
zX/
< 1:9;

and that bC2 . zX/ is an arbitrary sufficiently large odd number, by replacing Z with a
suitable fiber sum Z #RZ0.

2The proofs of the main results of [53] require some minor modification, as explained in the appendix
to this paper, but the results themselves are still correct.
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Proof For this claim, we borrow from an argument in [53], which is in turn adapted
from [36, Lemma 13]. According to [53, Lemma 4.4], there is a pair of relatively
minimal Lefschetz fibrations V1; V2! S2 with generic fibers of genus gD g.R/ such
that taking fiber sums of zX with either Vi increases b˙2 . zX/ by n˙.Vi /, where

(3-3) .nC.V1/; n
�.V1/; n

C.V2//D

�
.g; gC 4; gC 2/; g even;
.gC 1; gC 9; gC 3/; g odd:

Since gcd.nC.V1/; nC.V2//D 2, every sufficiently large even integer can be written
as

m1n
C.V1/Cm2n

C.V2/

for some nonnegative integers m1 and m2 , where m2 < nC.V1/. In particular, by
replacing Z with the fiber sum

Z #R .m1V1/ #R .m2V2/;

we can increase bC2 . zX/ by any sufficiently large even integer while preserving the
properties of Z and zX in Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. Recall from Remark 3.7 that bC2 . zX/
is always odd. It then follows that bC2 . zX/ can be made to equal any sufficiently large
odd integer via the above fiber sum. In order to simultaneously arrange that

b�2 .
zX/

bC2 .
zX/
< 1:9;

we simply note that as we make bC2 . zX/ large in the manner above, the coefficient m1
must tend to infinity while m2 remains bounded. It follows that the above ratio
approaches

n�.V1/

nC.V1/
:

Since g� 8, this ratio is at most 1:8<1:9, according to (3-3). This proves the claim.

To finish the proof of the proposition, recall that the degree d hypersurfaces Wd �CP3

satisfy
b�2 .Wd /

bC2 .Wd /
! 2 and bC2 .Wd /!1

as d !1. Moreover, bC2 .Wd / is odd whenever d is even. Claim 3.9 then implies
that for a sufficiently large, even value of d , we can arrange that bC2 . zX/D b

C
2 .Wd /
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and
b�2 .
zX/

bC2 .
zX/
< 1:9 <

b�2 .Wd /

bC2 .Wd /
;

after replacing Z with a fiber sum as above. Let us choose such a d . Then, for

nD b�2 .Wd /� b
�
2 .
zX/ > 0;

the blown-up manifold
zX 0 D zX #nCP2

satisfies
b˙2 .
zX 0/D b˙2 .Wd /;

as desired. As mentioned above, it then follows from Theorem 2.3 that zX 0 satisfies
Conjecture 2.2, and then, from Remark 2.5, that zX does as well.

We will henceforth assume that Z has been modified as in Proposition 3.8, so that zX
satisfies Conjecture 2.2. As mentioned previously, the lemma below follows immedi-
ately:

Lemma 3.10 The canonical class K zX is the unique (Donaldson) basic class K on zX
satisfying K �RD 2g.R/� 2.

3.3 Detecting Chern classes

Now suppose .W; J1/; : : : ; .W; Jn/ are Stein domains with boundary Y D@W , inducing
contact structures

�i D T Y \JiT Y

on Y . Suppose the Chern classes c1.J1/; : : : ; c1.Jn/ are all distinct as classes in
H 2.W IR/, as in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6. Let

�i W W !D2

be Lefschetz fibrations for these Stein domains with common generic fiber S. Let
.S; hi ; ci ; fi / be open book decompositions of the based contact manifolds .Y; �i ; p/
constructed from these Lefschetz fibrations as described in Section 2.4. Let

D D .Y D Y # .R�S1/; R; �; ˛/

be an odd marked closure of Y.p/ as defined in Section 3.1. Let

zXi DXi [�Y
zC
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be the closed 4–manifold constructed from .W; Ji / as in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, and let

z�i � zXi

denote the corresponding closed 2–cycle. As described in Section 3.2, we may assume
that the pair

. zC ; z�/ WD . zC ; zC \z�i /

is independent of i . In what follows we will let

zwi 2H
2. zXi /

denote the Poincaré dual of z�i . We will denote its restrictions to Xi and zC by zwi
and zw . For convenience, we will also simply write I�.�Y / and I�.�Y j�R/ in this
subsection — that is, without the subscript ˛ t � — and let g D g.R/.

We will prove Theorem 1.6 through a careful analysis of the Donaldson invariants of
the 4–manifolds zXi and their relationships with the contact elements ‚.�i ;D/, in
the manner described at the beginning of this section. We start by showing that these
contact elements can be interpreted as relative invariants of the 4–manifolds Xi , per
the following:

Proposition 3.11 There is a polynomial pbot.t/ 2QŒt �, which does not depend on i ,
such that each relative invariant

‰ zwi ;Xi
.pbot.�R// 2 I�.�Y /

lies in the generalized .2�2g/–eigenspace I�.�Y j�R/ of �.�R/ and is equal to

‚.�i ;D/D I�.Xi j�R/z�i
.1/ 2 I�.�Y j�R/;

and such that pbot.2�2g/D 1 and pbot.m/D 0 for all mD 3�2g; 4�2g; : : : ; 2g�2.

Proof In this proposition, we are interpreting pbot.�R/ as an element of A.Xi /, just
as in Section 2.2. Recall that �.�R/ acts on I�.�Y j�R/ with eigenvalues given by
˙2k and ˙2ki for k D 0; 1; : : : ; g� 1. Recall from Lemma 3.6(4) that

‚.�i ;D/D I�.Xi j�R/z�i
.1/:

As discussed in Section 2.2, the element I�.Xi j�R/z�i
.1/ is equal to the projection

of the relative invariant ‰ zwi ;Xi
.1/ to the generalized .2�2g/–eigenspace of �.�R/.

Moreover, recall from that subsection that

‰ zwi ;Xi
.pbot.�R//D pbot.�.�R// �‰ zwi ;Xi

.1/:
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So, to show that there is a polynomial pbot.t/ such that

‰ zwi ;Xi
.pbot.�R//D‚.�i ;D/;

it suffices to prove that there exists some pbot.t/ for which pbot.�.�R// is projection
onto this generalized .2�2g/–eigenspace of �.�R/. Such a polynomial will not
depend on i . The existence of such a polynomial, which also meets the other require-
ments of the proposition, follows immediately from the linear algebra lemma below:

Lemma 3.12 Suppose AW CN ! CN is a linear map with distinct eigenvalues
�1; : : : ; �s 2 QŒi � associated to generalized eigenspaces E1; : : : ; Es . Suppose �1
is real and d1; : : : ; dn 2 QŒi � are distinct from �1 . Then there exists a polynomial
p.t/ 2QŒt � such that p.�1/D 1, p.dj /D 0 for all j and p.A/W CN ! CN is the
projection onto E1 .

Proof If each �j has multiplicity mj , then .A��j /mj jEj
D0 for each j , so if we let

f .t/D

nY
jD1

.t � dj / �

sY
jD2

.t ��j /
mj 2 .QŒi �/Œt �

then f .dj / D 0 for all j and f .A/ acts as zero on E2; : : : ; Es . The polynomial
g.t/D f .t/f .t/ then has rational coefficients, and g.A/ also annihilates Ej for each
j � 2. Now, g.t/ is invertible in QŒŒt � �1�� since g.�1/ ¤ 0, so by truncating the
inverse power series it is also invertible in

QŒt ��1�=.t ��1/
m1 DQŒt �=.t ��1/

m1 :

Letting h.t/ be a polynomial representative of such an inverse and defining p.t/D
h.t/g.t/, we have

p.t/D h.t/g.t/D q.t/.t ��1/
m1 C 1

for some q.t/ 2QŒt �. The operator p.A/ annihilates E2; : : : ; Es since g.A/ does, it
acts as 1 on E1 since p.A/�1 annihilates E1 , and p.dj /D 0 for all j , as desired.

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.11.

In order to distinguish the contact classes ‚.�i ;D/, we will first identify a class
† 2H2. zC/ on which the canonical classes of the Lefschetz fibrations zXi ! S2 take
different values, as mentioned at the beginning of this section.

Lemma 3.13 There exists an integral class † 2H2. zC IZ/ which is disjoint from a
generic fiber of each fibration zXi ! S2 such that K zXi

�†¤K zXj
�† for i ¤ j .
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Proof First, we show that there is an integral class † 2 H2.W IZ/ such that the
pairings

K.W;Ji / �†D�c1.Ji / �†

are all distinct. For this, note that, since the c1.Ji / are all distinct as elements of
H 2.W IR/, we have that for each i ¤ j the linear function

H2.W IR/!R; x 7! .c1.Ji /� c1.Jj // � x;

is not identically zero. It therefore vanishes on a proper subspace of H2.W IR/. The
subset of H2.W IR/ on which at least one of these functions vanishes is thus at most a
union of

�
n
2

�
hyperplanes. It follows that the set of points where none of these functions

vanish is nonempty and open. We can then take any rational class in this open set and
rescale it to get the desired integral class †.

Letting

i�W H2.W /!H2.W
�/

be the map in Lemma 3.2, we have that the class i�.†/ 2H2.W �/ defines (via the
inclusion W � ,! zC ) a class in H2. zC/, which is disjoint from a generic fiber R .
From now on, we will use † to refer to this class. It then follows from Lemma 3.4
that the canonical classes KXı

i
all pair differently with †. But since KXı

i
is just the

restriction of K zXi
, we have that the canonical classes K zXi

all evaluate differently
on † as well.

We will hereafter denote by † a class in H2. zC/ which is disjoint from a generic fiber
of each zXi and on which the various canonical classes K zXi

pair differently, as in
Lemma 3.13.

By construction, b1. zXi /D 0, bC2 . zXi / > 1 is odd and zXi has simple type. Moreover,
the canonical class K zXi

is the only basic class K of the Lefschetz fibration zXi ! S2

for which

K � .�R/D 2� 2g.R/;

as recorded in Lemma 3.10. We may thus define an analytic function Fi .s; t/ in terms
of the Donaldson series of zXi by

Fi .s; t/D D zwi

zXi

.s.�R/C t†/D eQ.�sRCt†/=2
sX
rD1

˛ zwi ;re
Kr �.�sRCt†/;
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where the Kr are the basic classes of zXi and each

˛ zwi ;r D .�1/
. zw2

i
CKr � zwi /=2ˇr 2Q

is nonzero (the second equality follows from Theorem 2.1). Since R has self-intersection
zero and does not intersect †, we can write Fi .s; t/ more simply as

Fi .s; t/D e
Q.†/t2=2

sX
rD1

˛ zwi ;re
Kr �.s.�R/Ct†/:

We will ultimately use this function and its derivatives to specify a certain Donaldson
invariant which can be used to distinguish the ‚.�i ;D/, in the manner outlined at
the beginning of this section. We first prove some preliminary results regarding these
derivatives.

Lemma 3.14 For all i D 1; : : : ; n, we have

pbot

�
@

@s

�
Fi .s; t/D ˛ie

.2�2g/s
� exp

�
1
2
Q.†/t2C .K zXi

�†/t
�
;

where K zXi
is the canonical class of the Lefschetz fibration zXi ! S2 and ˛i ¤ 0 is

defined to be ˛ zwi ;r for the unique value of r such that Kr DK zXi
.

Proof Notice that Fi .s; t/ is a sum of terms of the form cre
.Kr �.�R//s , where cr is a

function of t which does not depend on s . Each operator @
@s
�m acts on such a term

as �
@

@s
�m

�
cre

.Kr �.�R//s D
�
.Kr � .�R//�m

�
� cre

Kr �.�R/s;

so if Kr � .�R/ is a root of pbot.t/ then
�
@
@s
�Kr � .�R/

�
is a factor of pbot

�
@
@s

�
and

hence pbot
�
@
@s

�
annihilates this term. By Theorem 2.1,

jKr � .�R/j � 2g� 2

for all r . Since 3 � 2g; 4 � 2g; : : : ; 2g � 2 are all roots of pbot.t/, it follows that
pbot

�
@
@s

�
annihilates all terms in the sum except those for which Kr � .�R/D 2� 2g ,

and the only basic class satisfying this constraint is Kr DK zXi
.

For the term involving Kr DK zXi
, we observe that, by construction, pbot.2�2g/D 1,

so we can write

pbot.t/D q.t/.t � .2� 2g//C 1
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for some q.t/ 2QŒt �. Since
�
@
@s
� .2� 2g/

�
annihilates the K zXi

term, the operator

pbot

�
@

@s

�
D q

�
@

@s

��
@

@s
� .2� 2g/

�
C 1

acts on it as multiplication by 1, so we are left with

pbot

�
@

@s

�
Fi .s; t/D e

Q.†/t2=2
�˛ie

K zXi
�.s.�R/Ct†/

:

We can now simplify using K zXi
�s.�R/D .2�2g/s to obtain the desired expression.

Lemma 3.15 Let ki D K zXi
�† for each i . By Lemma 3.13, these k1; : : : ; kn are

distinct. Then the operator

di D
Y
j¤i

1

ki � kj

�
@

@t
�Q.†/t � kj

�
satisfies

pbot

�
@

@s

�
.diFj .s; t//D 0

for all i ¤ j , and

pbot

�
@

@s

�
.diFi .s; t//D ˛ie

.2�2g/s
� exp

�
1
2
Q.†/t2C ki t

�
:

Proof The operators pbot
�
@
@s

�
and di commute since they are differential operators

in s and t , respectively, so for fixed j it suffices to consider

di

�
pbot

�
@

@s

�
Fj .s; t/

�
D di

�
j̨ e
.2�2g/s

� exp
�
1
2
Q.†/t2C kj t

��
D j̨ e

.2�2g/s
� di
�
exp

�
1
2
Q.†/t2C kj t

��
:

For each fixed l ¤ i , we compute that

1

ki � kl

�
@

@t
�Q.†/t � kl

�
exp

�
1
2
Q.†/t2C kj t

�
D
kj � kl

ki � kl
exp

�
1
2
Q.†/t2C kj t

�
;

and so di acts on exp
�
1
2
Q.†/t2C kj t

�
as multiplication byY

l¤i

kj � kl

ki � kl
D

�
1; j D i;

0; j ¤ i;

which proves the lemma.

The proposition below explains how the derivatives of Fj .s; t/ studied in Lemma 3.15
are related to Donaldson invariants of zXj .
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Proposition 3.16 There are polynomials g1.t/; g2.t/; : : : ; gn.t/ 2QŒt � such that

D
zwj

zXj

�
pbot.�R/ �

�
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�
D pbot

�
@

@s

�
diFj .s; t/

ˇ̌̌
sDtD0

D

�
˛i ; i D j;

0; i ¤ j;

where x 2H0. zXj IZ/ is the class of a point for all i and j .

Proof The second equality follows from Lemma 3.15, so we will focus on the first
equality. We first observe that we can write

di D
X

kCl�n�1

ckl t
k
�
@

@t

�l
for some rational constants ckl , since di is defined as a product of n� 1 terms which
are linear in the noncommuting operators @

@t
and t , and since when we expand this

product we can use the identity
�
@
@t
; t
�
D 1 to replace each product @

@t
� t in each

monomial with the expression t @
@t
C 1. We expand the power series

Fj .s; t/D D zwj

zXj

.s.�R/C t†/

as

1X
dD0

D
zwj

zXj

��
1C 1

2
x
�
.s.�R/C t†/d

�
dŠ

D

1X
dD0

X
pCqDd

�d
p

�D zwj

zXj

��
1C 1

2
x
�
.�R/p†q

�
dŠ

sptq

D

X
p;q�0

D
zwj

zXj

��
1C 1

2
x
�
.�R/p†q

�sp
pŠ

tq

qŠ
:

For any integers k; l � 0 we then have

tk
�
@

@t

�l
Fj .s; t/

ˇ̌̌
tD0
D

1X
pD0

1X
qDl

D
zwj

zXj

��
1C 1

2
x
�
.�R/p†q

�sp
pŠ

tq�lCk

.q� l/Š

ˇ̌̌̌
tD0

D ık;0 �

1X
pD0

D
zwj

zXj

��
1C 1

2
x
�
.�R/p†l

�sp
pŠ
:

So if we define gi .†/D
P
c0;l†

l , it follows that

diFj .s; t/jtD0 D

1X
pD0

D
zwj

zXj

�
.�R/p �

�
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

� sp
pŠ
:
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We argue similarly for the polynomial pbot.t/D
P
k ekt

k , with ek 2Q. Namely, we
compute that

pbot

�
@

@s

�
.diFj .s; t/jtD0/

ˇ̌̌
sD0

D

X
k

ek

1X
pD0

D
zwj

zXj

�
.�R/p �

�
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�� @
@s

�k sp
pŠ

ˇ̌̌̌
sD0

D

X
k

D
zwj

zXj

�
ek.�R/

k
�
�
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�
:

On the left side, the operations of specializing to t D 0 and applying pbot
�
@
@s

�
commute,

and we have
P
k ek.�R/

k D pbot.�R/, so this completes the proof.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.6.

Proof of Theorem 1.6 According to Proposition 3.16, we have that

D
zwj

zXj

�
pbot.�R/ �

�
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�
D

�
˛i ; i D j;

0; i ¤ j:

Viewing pbot.�R/ as an element of A.Xj / and
�
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/ as an element of A. zC/,

this Donaldson invariant is given by the pairing˝
‰ zwj ;Xj

.pbot.�R//;‰ zw; zC

��
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�˛
D

�
˛i ; i D j;

0; i ¤ j;

on I�.�Y /. Proposition 3.11 reduces this identity to˝
‚.�j ;D/; ‰ zw; zC

��
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�˛
D

�
˛i ; i D j;

0; i ¤ j:

So, for any fixed i , the kernel of the linear map˝
� ; ‰

zw; zC

��
1C 1

2
x
�
gi .†/

�˛
W I�.�Y /!C

contains all of the elements ‚.�j ;D/ for j ¤ i , but does not contain ‚.�i ;D/ since
˛i ¤0, so ‚.�i ;D/ cannot be a linear combination of the other ‚.�j ;D/. We conclude
that the elements ‚.�1;D/; : : : ; ‚.�n;D/ are linearly independent.

4 Representations of fundamental groups and L–spaces

In Section 4.1, we describe some connections between the rank of the sutured instanton
homology of Y.p/ and the existence of irreducible SU.2/ representations of �1.Y /.
We then use these connections, in combination with Theorem 1.6, to prove Theorems 1.1
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and 1.7. As we shall see, we will be able to deduce, under favorable circumstances, the
existence of an irreducible representation when

rank SHI.Y.p// > jH1.Y /j:

In Section 4.2, we prove several results describing when manifolds obtained via Dehn
surgery on knots in the 3–sphere satisfy the above inequality. We will use these results
in Section 5, in combination with Theorem 1.6 and the results from Section 4.1, to
prove the existence of irreducible representations for various manifolds obtained via
Dehn surgery.

4.1 Representations and the rank of instanton homology

Below, we make concrete some relationships between instanton Floer homology and ir-
reducible SU.2/ representations of �1 . For the reader not used to thinking about SU.2/,
we recall that reducible representations �1.Y /!SU.2/ are precisely those with abelian
image, or, equivalently, those which factor through H1.Y /. Thus, if Y is an integer
homology sphere then a representation is reducible if and only if it is trivial. More
generally, if Y is a rational homology sphere then one can show that the image of any
reducible representation is a finite cyclic subgroup of SU.2/.

As mentioned in the introduction, the connections between sutured instanton homology
and SU.2/ representations come from a relationship between SHI and another version
of instanton Floer homology, as follows.

Let I \ denote the singular instanton knot homology of [38]. Following Scaduto [51],
we define the closed 3–manifold invariant

I #.Y / WD I \.Y; U /;

where U is an unknot in Y . We have the sequence of isomorphisms

SHI.Y.p//Š SHI.Y.U //D KHI.Y; U /Š I \.Y; U /˝C D I #.Y /˝C;

where Y.U / refers to the complement of U with meridional sutures. The first of these
comes from identifying Y.U / as the result of attaching a contact 1–handle to Y.p/,
as in the proof of [5, Lemma 4.14]; the second is the definition of the instanton knot
homology KHI; and the third is [38, Proposition 1.4]. Since [51, Section 7.4]

I #.Y IQ/Š I #.�Y IQ/;

Theorem 1.6 implies the following:
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Corollary 4.1 Suppose W is a compact 4–manifold with boundary Y which admits n
Stein structures whose Chern classes are distinct in H 2.W IR/. Then rank I #.Y /� n.

We can now use Corollary 4.1 to prove Theorem 1.1, restated for convenience below:

Theorem 1.1 If Y is the boundary of a Stein domain which is not an integer homology
ball, then there is a nontrivial homomorphism �1.Y /! SU.2/.

Proof Suppose Y is the boundary of a Stein domain .W; J / which is not an integer
homology ball. We will assume that Y is an integer homology sphere, since otherwise
there is clearly a nontrivial representation

�1.Y /!H1.Y /! U.1/� SU.2/;

as mentioned in the introduction. The fact that W can be obtained from the 4–ball
by attaching handles of index 1 and 2 implies that H3.W /D 0 and that H2.W / is
torsion-free. In reverse, W can be obtained by thickening Y and attaching handles of
index 2, 3 and 4, which implies that H1.Y / surjects onto H1.W / and, therefore, that
H1.W /D 0. The universal coefficient theorem then tells us that H 2.W /ŠH2.W /.
The assumption that W is not a homology ball, together with this isomorphism and the
fact that H2.W / is torsion-free, then implies that b2.W / > 0. With this established,
we prove below that the instanton Floer homology HF.Y / defined in [22] is nontrivial,
which implies the existence of a nontrivial homomorphism �1.Y /! SU.2/.

By work of Lisca and Matić [41, Theorem 3.2], we can embed .W; J / holomorphically
into a minimal Kähler surface X of general type, such that Y separates X into
pieces W and S D X XW with bC2 .S/ > 1. The Donaldson invariants of X are
nontrivial [16, Theorem C], and if bC2 .W / � 1 then they can be recovered from a
pairing on HF.Y /, which implies that HF.Y / is nontrivial, as desired. Let us therefore
assume that bC2 .W /D 0. Note that QW is unimodular since Y is a homology sphere;
thus, bC2 .W /D 0 implies that QW is negative definite. That is, b�2 .W /D b2.W / > 0.
We consider two cases below.

First, suppose c1.J / ¤ 0. Then the conjugate Stein structure xJ satisfies c1. xJ / D
�c1.J /. These are distinct as real cohomology classes since H2.W / is torsion-free.
Thus I #.Y / has rank at least 2 by Corollary 4.1. It then follows from [51, Theorem 1.3]
that Frøyshov’s reduced Floer homology bHF.Y / [24] is nontrivial (taking coefficients
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in C ). But bHF.Y / is defined as a subquotient of HF.Y /, so HF.Y / must be nontrivial
as well.

Next, suppose c1.J /D 0. Since the first Chern class of .X; J / is characteristic for the
intersection form on X and restricts to c1.J / on W , we have that

0D c1.J / �†�† �† .mod 2/

for any smoothly embedded surface †�W . Thus, QW is an even unimodular form.
Observe that QW cannot be diagonalizable over Z, since if it were, there would have
to be a surface in W of self-intersection �1. Since QW is not diagonalizable, the
Frøyshov invariant

h.Y /D 1
2

�
�.HF.Y //��.bHF.Y //

�
must be positive by [24, Theorem 3]. This means that at least one of HF.Y / and
bHF.Y / must be nontrivial. In either case, HF.Y / is nontrivial.

In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we used a relationship between I #.Y / and bHF.Y / due to
Scaduto [51, Theorem 1.3] to argue for the existence of nontrivial SU.2/ representations
when Y is a homology sphere with rank.I #.Y // > 1. But that relationship is much
stronger than was needed. Indeed, one can deduce the existence of nontrivial SU.2/
representations more directly from the construction of I #.Y /, by an approach which
generalizes much more readily to proving the existence of irreducible representations
when Y is merely a rational homology sphere (in which case HF.Y / is generally not
defined). More concretely, Scaduto [51, Corollary 1.4] showed that I #.Y / has Euler
characteristic jH1.Y /j, which implies that

rank I #.Y /� jH1.Y /j:

If this inequality is strict then we can often show that there exists an irreducible
representation. The simplest version of this, for homology spheres, is as below (recall
that irreducible is equivalent to nontrivial for homology spheres); we will generalize it
to rational homology spheres in Theorem 4.6.

Theorem 4.2 Let Y be a homology sphere with rank I #.Y / > jH1.Y /j D 1. Then
there is a nontrivial representation �1.Y /! SU.2/.

Before proving Theorem 4.2, we recall the connection between I #.Y / and SU.2/
representations. This will be important later as well.
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Let m�Y denote a meridian of U, let U \ be the Hopf link U [m and let !�Y be an
arc from U to m inside of a meridional disk bounded by m. Then I #.Y / WD I \.Y; U /

is obtained as the Morse homology of a Chern–Simons functional whose critical points
are conjugacy classes of representations

�W �1.Y X .U
\
[!//! SU.2/

with holonomy conjugate to i (identifying SU.2/ with the unit quaternions) around
meridians �U and �m of the Hopf link U \ and equal to �1 around a meridian
�! D Œ�U ; �m� of ! . We will write

.Y; U \[!/D Y # .S3; U \[!/;

so that each such representation is a homomorphism

�W �1.Y /��1.S
3
X .U \[!//! SU.2/:

The restriction of any such � to �1.S3 X .U \[!// is conjugate to the unique homo-
morphism sending �U and �m to i and j , respectively; see the proof of Lemma 4.3.

Proof of Theorem 4.2 Suppose all homomorphisms �1.Y /!SU.2/ are trivial. Then
it follows from the discussion above that there is only one homomorphism

�W �1.Y /��1.S
3
X .U \[!//! SU.2/;

up to conjugation: that which is trivial on �1.Y / and sends meridians of U and m
to i and j , respectively. Its conjugacy class Œ�� is therefore the unique critical point
of the unperturbed Chern–Simons functional defining I \.Y; U / as above. We claim,
moreover, that this critical point is nondegenerate, though we postpone the proof to
Proposition 4.4.

It follows that I #.Y / D I \.Y; U / is the homology of a chain complex whose only
generator is Œ��, and whose differential is therefore zero. We have thus shown that if
there are no nontrivial representations �1.Y /! SU.2/ then rank I #.Y /D 1, proving
the theorem.

We now discuss the question of whether the conjugacy class Œ�� in the proof of
Theorem 4.2 is a nondegenerate critical point, or, more generally, whether that of
a reducible representation is a Morse–Bott critical point. For that, we consider three
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different representation varieties:

R.Y /D Hom.�1.Y /;SU.2//;

R.Y; U /D f�W �1.Y /� h�U ; �mi ! SU.2/ j �.Œ�U ; �m�/D�1g;

R\.Y; U /DR.Y;U /=SU.2/;

where SU.2/ acts on R.Y;U / by conjugation.

Lemma 4.3 There is a natural identification

R.Y /ŠR\.Y; U /

sending � 2R.Y / to the equivalence class of the unique z� 2R.Y;U / such that

z�j�1.Y / D � and z�.�U /D i and z�.�m/D j:

Proof The map is clearly injective. To see that it is surjective, we recall that the
adjoint representation SU.2/! SO.3/ can be realized as the action by conjugation
on the space R3 of purely imaginary quaternions. If unit quaternions x; y 2 SU.2/
satisfy xyx�1y�1 D �1, then x and y are conjugate to �x and �y , respectively.
Therefore, x and y are traceless and thus conjugate to i . In particular, x and y are
purely imaginary, meaning that we may view them as unit vectors of this R3 . The
fact that xy D�yx then implies that these unit vectors are orthogonal, so there is a
unique element of SO.3/ taking x and y to i and j , respectively. Thus, any element
of R.Y;U / is conjugate to a unique z� such that z�.�U /D i and z�.�m/D j .

Note that R\.Y; U /ŠR.Y / is the critical point set of the unperturbed Chern–Simons
functional used to construct I #.Y /D I \.Y; U /, since, as above, �1.Y X .U \[!// is
the free product of �1.Y / with the group

�1.S
3
X .U \[!//D h�U ; �m; �! j �! D Œ�U ; �m�i:

We remark that every element of R.Y;U / has stabilizer f˙1g � SU.2/, since these
are the only elements which commute with both i and j .

We may now study the issue of nondegeneracy of critical points of the Chern–Simons
functional computing I #.Y /D I \.Y; U /. Recall that a critical point x is nondegenerate
if the Hessian at x is nondegenerate. The critical point x is Morse–Bott nondegenerate
if the kernel of the Hessian at x is equal to the tangent space to the component of the
critical manifold containing x . The functional is said to be Morse (resp. Morse–Bott)
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if all of its critical points are nondegenerate (resp. Morse–Bott nondegenerate). Our
goal below is to describe nondegeneracy (or Morse–Bott nondegeneracy) for points
of R\.Y; U / more naturally in terms of the corresponding points of the conceptually
simpler R.Y /.

To carry this out, we first compute the Zariski tangent spaces to these varieties at various
representations, following [30, Section 7.2]. Given a finite presentation

�1.Y /D hg1; : : : ; gm j w1; : : : ; wni;

let
F W SU.2/m! SU.2/n and zF W SU.2/mC2! SU.2/nC1

be the maps defined by

F.x1; : : : ; xm/D .w1.x1; : : : ; xm/; w2.x1; : : : ; xm/; : : : ; wn.x1; : : : ; xm//;

zF .x1; : : : ; xm; y; z/D .F.x1; : : : ; xm/; yzy
�1z�1/;

so that

R.Y /D F�1.1; 1; : : : ; 1/ and R.Y;U /D zF�1.1; 1; : : : ; 1;�1/:

The Zariski tangent space to R.Y / at a point � is therefore given by T�R.Y / D

ker.dF�/. Similarly, for each z� 2 R.Y;U /, we have that Tz�R.Y;U / D ker.d zFz�/.
The kernel of the Hessian at the corresponding class Œz�� 2R\.Y; U / is identified with
the quotient of Tz�R.Y;U / by the tangent space to the SU.2/ orbit of z� ; the orbit is
3–dimensional since SU.2/ acts with stabilizer f˙1g, so this kernel has dimension
ker.d zFz�/� 3.

Suppose � 2 R.Y / corresponds to the class Œz�� 2 R\.Y; U / via the bijection in
Lemma 4.3, where z�.�U / D i and z�.�m/ D j . Then we have that d zFz� splits in
block form as

d zFz� D

 
dF� 0

0 dF 0
.i;j /

!
;

where F 0W SU.2/�SU.2/! SU.2/ is the commutator map F 0.y; z/D yzy�1z�1 . It
was observed in [30, Section 7.2] that ker dF 0

.i;j /
is 3–dimensional, so the kernel of

the Hessian of the Chern–Simons functional at Œz�� has dimension

dim ker.d zFz�/� 3D dim ker.dF�/D dimT�R.Y /:

This allows us to relate questions of nondegeneracy to the dimension of T�R.Y /. We
use these observations to prove the following:
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Proposition 4.4 Suppose Y is a rational homology sphere. Then all representations
in R.Y / with image contained in f˙1g correspond to isolated, nondegenerate critical
points of the Chern–Simons functional defining I #.Y /D I \.Y; U /. More generally, if
all representations in R.Y / are reducible then this functional is Morse–Bott if and only
if H 1.Y I ad.�//D 0 for all � 2R.Y /.

Proof Weil [57] showed that if H 1.Y I ad.�//D 0 then � 2 R.Y / has some neigh-
borhood consisting only of points in the SU.2/–orbit of � . This occurs, for instance,
when Im.�/� f˙1g, since ad.�/ is then a trivial representation and H 1.Y IR/D 0.
It follows that such � are isolated points of R.Y /.

More generally, recall that a representation � 2 R.Y / is reducible precisely when
it factors through a homomorphism H1.Y / ! SU.2/, where H1.Y / is finite by
assumption. It is then easy to check that if R.Y / consists only of reducibles then
once again some neighborhood of � consists only of conjugates of � , so its connected
component is precisely this SU.2/–orbit, and therefore has dimension 3� dimZ.�/,
where Z.�/ is the centralizer of Im.�/. (In fact, these components are either points or
2–spheres, as elaborated in the proof of Theorem 4.6.)

As in [57], the tangent space T�R.Y / is naturally identified with the space of 1–cocycles
Z1.Y I ad.�// on Y valued in ad.�/, where the tangent space to the SU.2/–orbit of �
is the space of coboundaries B1.Y I ad.�//. It follows that

(4-1) dimT�R.Y /D 3� dimZ.�/C dimH 1.Y I ad.�//:

Suppose that Im.�/� f˙1g, so that dimZ.�/D 3 and dimH 1.Y I ad.�//D 0. Then
(4-1) implies that dimT�R.Y /D 0. According to the discussion above, the kernel of
the Hessian of the Chern–Simons functional at the corresponding Œz�� 2 R\.Y; U / is
therefore trivial, so Œz�� is an isolated, nondegenerate critical point, as claimed.

Next, suppose that R.Y / consists only of reducibles. Then for each � 2 R.Y /,
the critical manifold containing the corresponding Œz�� 2 R\.Y; U / has dimension
3�dimZ.�/, as argued above. The point Œz�� is then a Morse–Bott critical point if and
only if the kernel of the Hessian of the Chern–Simons functional also has dimension
3 � dimZ.�/. But the latter is equivalent to dimT�R.Y / D 3 � dimZ.�/, which,
from (4-1), holds if and only if H 1.Y I ad.�//D 0, as claimed.

The dimension of T�R.Y / at a reducible representation � was previously studied by
Boyer and Nicas [8]. The adjoint representation

ad.�/W G! Aut.su.2//D SO.3/
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sends x 2 G to the derivative at 1 2 SU.2/ of conjugation by �.x/. If b1.Y / D 0
then Im.�/ is a finite cyclic subgroup of SU.2/, as mentioned at the beginning of this
subsection, and it follows that ad.�/ has finite cyclic image as well. Suppose that
the image of ad.�/ is a cyclic group Cn , realized as the nth roots of unity in a U.1/
subgroup of SO.3/, and assume that n > 1 since we have Im.�/ � f˙1g otherwise.
For all d jn we define

�d D ker.�1.Y /
ad.�/
���! Cn

x 7!xn=d

������! Cd /D ker.�1.Y /
ad.�n=d /
������! Cd /;

noting that �n=d is in this case a well-defined representation of �1.Y / onto Cd , and
that �d is the fundamental group of a normal, d –fold cyclic cover Yd of Y D Y1 .
Then [8, Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.2] asserts that

(4-2) dimH1.Y I ad.�//D 2

'.n/

X
d jn

�
�
n

d

�
b1.Yd /;

where ' and � are the Euler totient function and Möbius function, respectively. We
use this formula to prove the following:

Proposition 4.5 Suppose Y is a rational homology sphere and every representation
�W �1.Y / ! SU.2/ is reducible. Then the unperturbed Chern–Simons functional
defining I #.Y / is Morse–Bott if and only if the finite cyclic cover of Y corresponding
to each subgroup ker.ad.�//� �1.Y / is a rational homology sphere.

Proof Suppose Y satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5. Borrowing notation
from above, it suffices by Proposition 4.4 to show that the finite cyclic cover Yn
corresponding to the subgroup ker.ad.�//� �1.Y / is a rational homology sphere if
and only if dimH1.Y I ad.�//D 0.

Note that Yn is a normal, n=d –fold cyclic cover of each Yd , so a transfer argument
shows that b1.Yd /� b1.Yn/ for all d jn. Hence, if b1.Yn/D 0 then b1.Yd /D 0 for
each Yd , which implies that dimH1.Y I ad.�//D 0 by the formula in (4-2).

Conversely, if b1.Yn/ > 0, let d � 1 be the smallest divisor of n for which b1.Yd / > 0,
and note that in fact d � 2 since Y1 D Y . Replacing � with the representation �n=d

(satisfying Im.ad.�n=d //D Cd ), we have

dimH1.Y I ad.�n=d //D 2

'.d/

X
ejd

�
�
d

e

�
b1.Ye/D

2b1.Yd /

'.d/
> 0:
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If all of the finite cyclic covers of Y corresponding to subgroups ker.ad.�//� �1.Y /
as in Proposition 4.5 are rational homology spheres, then �1.Y / is said to be cyclically
finite in the language of [8]. For example, if the universal abelian cover zY is a rational
homology sphere, then �1.Y / is cyclically finite since zY covers all finite cyclic covers
of Y . The notion of cyclical finiteness allows us to generalize Theorem 4.2 as follows:

Theorem 4.6 Suppose Y is a rational homology sphere with �1.Y / cyclically finite
and rank I #.Y /> jH1.Y /j. Then there is an irreducible representation �1.Y /!SU.2/.

Proof Suppose Y satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6. And suppose, for a contra-
diction, that every representation �1.Y /!SU.2/ is reducible. Then all representations
have finite cyclic image, so up to conjugation they can be arranged to lie in a fixed
U.1/ subgroup fei�g of SU.2/. This defines a surjection from the 1–dimensional
characters �W H1.Y /! U.1/ to the conjugacy classes of representations R.Y /. Let
C� denote the conjugacy class corresponding to �. It is straightforward to check that
for two distinct characters � and �0, C� D C�0 if and only if �0 D ��1 . The number
of conjugacy classes in R.Y / is therefore equal to

#f� j �D ��1gC 1
2
� #f� j �¤ ��1g:

Since we are assuming that every representation is reducible, the connected components
of R.Y / are precisely these conjugacy classes, as in the proof of Proposition 4.4.
Moreover, C� is a point if Im.�/ is central in SU.2/, which happens precisely when
�D ��1 ; and C� is a 2–sphere otherwise. That is,

H�.C�/D

�
Z if �D ��1;
Z2 if �¤ ��1:

It follows that H�.R.Y // is free abelian of rank equal to

#f� j �D ��1gC 2 � 1
2
� #f� j �¤ ��1g;

which is just the total number of characters of H1.Y /, which is equal to jH1.Y /j.

According to Proposition 4.5 and the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6, the unperturbed
Chern–Simons functional defining I #.Y / is Morse–Bott with critical points given
precisely by R.Y /. We then have a Morse–Bott spectral sequence as in [26], which
has E2 page H�.R.Y // and which converges to I #.Y /. It follows that

rank I #.Y /� rankH�.R.Y //D jH1.Y /j:
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On the other hand, we also have the reverse inequality since jH1.Y /j is the Euler
characteristic of I #.Y /. Thus, rank I #.Y /D jH1.Y /j, a contradiction.

Theorem 1.7, restated below for convenience, then follows immediately from Theorem
4.6 and Corollary 4.1.

Theorem 1.7 Suppose Y is a rational homology sphere with �1.Y / cyclically finite.
If Y bounds a 4–manifold W which admits n > jH1.Y /j Stein structures whose
Chern classes are distinct in H 2.W IR/, then there is an irreducible representation
�1.Y /! SU.2/.

We conclude with some examples in which �1.Y / is known to be cyclically finite. The
first two concern Dehn surgeries on knots in S3 .

Proposition 4.7 [8, Lemma 1.4] Suppose K � S3 is a knot and fix some rational
p=q ¤ 0. Then

�1.S
3
p=q.K//

is cyclically finite if and only if no zero of �K.t2/ is a pth root of unity, where �K.t/
is the Alexander polynomial of K .

Corollary 4.8 Fix some rational p=q ¤ 0 and suppose that

rank I #.S3p=q.K// > jpj D jH1.Y /j:

Then there is an irreducible representation

�1.S
3
p=q.K//! SU.2/

if no zero of �K.t2/ is a pth root of unity.

Proposition 4.9 [11] If H1.Y / is cyclic of finite order pe for some prime p , then
the universal abelian cover zY is a rational homology sphere.

Corollary 4.10 Suppose that jH1.Y /j � 5 and rank.I #.Y // > jH1.Y /j. There is an
irreducible representation �1.Y /! SU.2/.

Proof Suppose Y satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 4.10. And suppose, for a
contradiction, that every representation �1.Y /! SU.2/ is reducible. If H1.Y / is
cyclic then its order is a prime power, which implies that �1.Y / is cyclically finite by
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Proposition 4.9. If instead H1.Y / is not cyclic then it must be Z=2Z˚Z=2Z, which
implies that every SU.2/ representation � is reducible with image in f˙1g and hence
that ad.�/ is trivial, so �1.Y / is again cyclically finite. Theorem 4.6 then says that
I #.Y / has rank jH1.Y /j, a contradiction.

4.2 Dehn surgery and L–spaces

We recall that if Y is a rational homology sphere, then I #.Y / has rank at least
jH1.Y IZ/j since the latter quantity is its Euler characteristic. (If instead b1.Y / > 0,
then this is interpreted as �.I #.Y //D 0.) If in fact we have

rank I #.Y /D jH1.Y IZ/j;

then we will call Y an instanton L–space, in analogy with L–spaces in Heegaard Floer
homology [47]. This class was shown in [51] to contain all rational homology spheres
which are branched double covers of quasialternating links, which notably includes all
lens spaces, as well as the Poincaré homology sphere †.2; 3; 5/.

Remark 4.11 In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we saw as an application of Corollary 4.1
that a homology sphere Y is not an instanton L–space if it admits a Stein filling .W; J /
with c1.J /¤ 0.

In this subsection we will study when Dehn surgeries on knots in S3 can produce
instanton L–spaces, where we take the coefficients to be a field of characteristic zero.
The results in this subsection will be familiar to experts in Floer homology, since they
are analogues of results about L–space surgeries in both monopole Floer homology [39]
and Heegaard Floer homology [47].

Our principal tool is the surgery exact triangle, due originally to Floer [23] but proved
in the form we use here by Scaduto [51]. If L is a framed knot in a 3–manifold Y , and
�� Y is a closed 1–manifold disjoint from L, then there is a surgery exact triangle

� � � ! I #.Y I�/! I #.Y0.L/I�[�/! I #.Y1.L/I�/! � � � ;

where � is a core of the 0–surgery (taken with respect to the given framing) and in
each group we have twisted I # by using an SO.3/ bundle with w2 Poincaré dual to
the indicated curve. If H1.Y XL/ŠZ and all three manifolds in the exact triangle are
rational homology spheres then at most one of them has H1 of even order, so we can
choose � to make the corresponding bundle trivial, and then the other two manifolds
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are Z=2Z–homology spheres so the twisting has no effect. This gives us an exact
triangle

(4-3) � � � ! I #.Y /! I #.Y0.L//! I #.Y1.L//! � � �

involving only the ordinary (ie untwisted) I # groups. (Likewise, if Y is a homology
sphere and L is 0–framed then both H1.Y / and H1.Y1.L// have odd order, so we
can again take all three groups to be untwisted.) As explained in [51, Section 7.5], the
maps in this triangle are induced by 2–handle cobordisms with appropriate choices of
bundles.

Proposition 4.12 If S3n.K/ is an instanton L–space for some integer n � 1, then
S3r .K/ is an instanton L–space for all rational r � n.

Proof Using the surgery exact triangle, it follows exactly as in [47, Proposition 2.1]
that if Y , Y0.L/ and Y1.L/ are all rational homology spheres, where Y and Y0.L/
are instanton L–spaces and jH1.Y /j C jH1.Y0.L//j D jH1.Y1.L//j, then Y1.L/ is
also an instanton L–space. Since S3 and S3n.K/ are instanton L–spaces, so is S3p .K/
for every integer p � n.

More generally, we can express any rational number r > n as a continued fraction

r D a0�
1

a1�
1

���� 1
ak

;

with a0 � n C 1 and a1; : : : ; ak � 2. We can then identify S3r .K/ as the result
YŒa0;:::;ak� of surgery on a framed link in S3 , in which K has framing a0 and a
chain of k unknots with framings a1; : : : ; ak is attached so that the first one is a
meridian of K . We induct on k , having already established the case k D 0: when
k � 1, we know by hypothesis that YŒa0;:::;ak�1� is an instanton L–space, and so is
YŒa0;:::;ak�1;0�D YŒa0;:::;ak�2� (which we interpret as S3 if kD 1), so arguing as above
for the last unknot in the chain shows that YŒa1;:::;ak�1;ak� is an instanton L–space for
all integers ak � 0 as well.

We wish to show something similar to Proposition 4.12 in the case where n is rational,
namely an instanton version of [39, Proposition 7.4]. This will require the following
analogue of [39, Lemma 7.1], which in this setting is a particular case of the adjunction
inequality for Donaldson invariants [34, Theorem 1.1] (see also [44]):
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Lemma 4.13 Let W be a cobordism from Y to Y 0 which contains a homologically
essential sphere S of self-intersection zero and a closed surface F such that F �S > 0.
Then the induced map I #.Y /! I #.Y 0/ is identically zero.

Remark 4.14 The reason for including F in the statement of Lemma 4.13 is that
Kronheimer and Mrowka do not prove the adjunction inequality † �† � 2g.†/� 2
directly for essential spheres of self-intersection zero; rather, in [34, Section 6(ii)]
they reduce the problem to the case where the genus is odd, by finding such a surface
in the homology class ŒF �C dŒS� which also violates the adjunction inequality for
d � 0, and so their proof requires the surface F to exist. In [34] they work with
closed 4–manifolds with bC2 � 3, so such F are easy to find, but this is not automatic
for cobordisms W as in Lemma 4.13.

In the cases we are interested in, we construct W by attaching a 2–handle H to
Y � Œ0; 1� along some rationally nullhomologous knot L� f1g and then attaching a
0–framed 2–handle H 0 along the boundary of the cocore of H. The 2–sphere S is
the union of the cocore of H and the core of H 0. For the surface F, we take n � 1
such that nŒL�D 0 in H1.Y /, and then we glue n parallel cores of the handle H to a
Seifert surface for the union of their boundaries in Y � f1g. It is clear that F �S D n,
as desired.

We now prove the desired instanton version of [39, Proposition 7.4]; our proof is similar
in spirit but somewhat trickier because we do not have anything analogous to the three
variants of monopole Floer homology used there or the exact triangle relating them.

Proposition 4.15 If S3r .K/ is an instanton L–space for some rational r > 0, and
mDmax.brc; 1/, then S3m.K/ is also an instanton L–space.

Proof If r is an integer then there is nothing to show, so assume it is not and let
nD brc. We define a sequence ri D pi=qi 2Q[f1g for i D 0; : : : ; k by

p0

q0
D
1

0
;

p1

q1
D
n

1
;

p2

q2
D
nC 1

1
D
p0Cp1

q0C q1
;

and then for i � 3 we define ri D pi=qi as follows: if

ri�1 D
pji�1

Cpi�2

qji�1
C qi�2
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for some ji�1 � i � 3, then r lies between ri�1 and either ri�2 or rji�1
, so we let ji

be either i � 2 or ji�1 , respectively, and then set

ri D
pji
Cpi�1

qji
C qi�1

:

(Note that j2 D 0 and j3 D 1.) At each step we have

jpji
qi�1� qji

pi�1j D 1; jpiqi�1� qipi�1j D 1; jpiqji
� qipji

j D 1I(4-4)

and eventually we reach rk D r , at which point the sequence ends. (For example,
if r D 10

7
then the sequence frig is 1

0
, 1
1

, 2
1

, 3
2

, 4
3

, 7
5

, 10
7

, and since r6 D 10
7
D

.p3Cp5/=.q3Cq5/ we have j6D 3.) This works by properties of the Farey sequence
of order m, in which all nonnegative rational numbers with denominator at most m are
listed in increasing order: given adjacent terms a

b
< c
d

we always have bc�ad D1, and
the sequence is built inductively from the Farey sequence of order m� 1 by inserting
.aC c/=.bC d/ between adjacent a

b
< c
d

whenever bC d Dm.

Letting Ya=b D S3a=b.K/ for convenience, there is a surgery exact triangle relating
I #.Yri

/, I #.Yri�1
/ and I #.Yrji

/ for each i �2. This follows from a standard argument
as in the proof of Proposition 4.12, once we know that (4-4) is satisfied. Namely, using
the continued fraction expansions of these slopes, we can attach a chain of unknots to
K and then perform integer-framed surgeries on K and all but the last unknot in the
chain, so that the ri –, ri�1– and rji

–surgeries on K result from surgeries on the last
unknot with framings 1, k and kC1 in some order for some integer k . The claimed
exact triangle is then a special case of (4-3).

For each i � 3, we now have a commutative diagram of one of the two following forms,
in which both triangles are exact and fi ıgi D gi ıfi D 0 (assuming in each case that
the composite is not a map I #.Y0/! I #.Y0/) by Lemma 4.13 and Remark 4.14:

I #.Y 0/ //

fi %%

I #.Yri
/

��

I #.Y 0/

gi�1

��

gi

%%

I #.Yri
/oo

I #.Y 00/

gi�1

OO

I #.Yri�1
/oo

gi

ee

I #.Y 00/ // I #.Yri�1
/

fi

ee OO

The pair .Y 0; Y 00/ is either .Yri�2
; Yrji�1

/ or .Yrji�1
; Yri�2

/ depending on whether
ji D i � 2 or ji D ji�1 . In the left diagram, we have Im.gi /� ker.fi /D Im.gi�1/,
by the equation fi ıgi D 0 and exactness. In the right diagram, we have ker.gi�1/D
Im.fi /� ker.gi /, by exactness and gi ıfi D 0. (Note that if one of Y 0 or Yri�1

is Y0 ,
we must be in the case on the left with Y 0DY0 , Yri�1

DY1=q and Yri
DY1=.qC1/ ; then
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the map fi ıgi , which must vanish, corresponds to the cobordism Y1=q! Y0! Y1=q ,
so Remark 4.14 still applies.) Thus in either case we have rank.gi /� rank.gi�1/.

Repeating this argument for 3 � i � k , we have rank.gk/ � rank.g2/, where g2
appears in the exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/
g2
�! I #.Yn/

f3
�! I #.YnC1/! � � � :

Since I #.S3/ has rank 1, we conclude that gk has rank either 0 or 1. Now gk is a map
from I #.Yrk�1

/ to I #.Yrjk
/ or vice versa, and its mapping cone is quasi-isomorphic

to I #.Yrk
/D I #.Yr/, so we have

rank.I #.Yrk
//D rank ker.gk/C rank coker.gk/

D rank.I #.Yrk�1
//C rank.I #.Yrjk

//� 2 rank.gk/:

For any p
q
� 0, we can write rank.I #.Yp=q//D pC 2ep=q for some integer ep=q � 0,

since I #.Yp=q/ has Euler characteristic jH1.Yp=q/j D p , and then (assuming p ¤ 0)
the condition ep=q D 0 is equivalent to Yp=q being an instanton L–space. Since
pk D pk�1Cpjk

and erk
D 0, the above equation simplifies to

2erk�1
C 2erjk

D 2erk
C 2 rank.gk/D 2 rank.gk/� 2

and so either erk�1
or erjk

must be zero as well.

Since k � 3 and the sequence fjig is nondecreasing with j3 D 1, we have shown
that eri

D 0 for some i satisfying 1� i < k . It follows by induction on k that either
er1
D 0 or er2

D 0, where we recall that r1 D n and r2 D nC1. We now consider the
surgery exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/
g2
�! I #.Yn/

f3
�! I #.YnC1/! � � � :

If nD 0, then either e1 D 0, or we see that e0 D 0 implies e1 D 0, so we are done. If
n� 1, then we are likewise done except for the possibility that enC1 D 0 but en ¤ 0.
In this case, the same exact triangle implies that rank.g2/D 1, hence g2 is injective
and f3 is surjective. Then, since n� 1, the map g3 in the triangle

� � � ! I #.YnC1/
g3
�! I #.Yn/! I #.Y.2nC1/=2/! � � �

satisfies g3 ı f3 D 0, so g3 must be zero and hence rank.gi /D 0 for all i � 3. But
then we see as above that eri

D eri�1
C erji

for 3 � i � k . In particular, if eri
D 0

and i � 3 then eri�1
D erji

D 0; since erk
D 0, we eventually have er3

D 0 and so
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erj3
D 0 as well. But rj3

D r1 D n, so Yn must have been an instanton L–space after
all.

The conclusion of Proposition 4.15 is not entirely satisfying if 0 < r < 1, but we will
see that this never happens unless K is the unknot.

Proposition 4.16 If K � S3 is a knot of genus g > 1, then S3r .K/ is not an instanton
L–space for 0 < r < 2.

Proof By Proposition 4.15 it suffices to show that S31 .K/ is not an instanton L–space.
We use the surgery exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/! I #.S30 .K/I�/! I #.S31 .K//! � � � ;

where we now use twisted coefficients for Y0DS30 .K/, equipping it with the nontrivial
SO.3/ bundle P ! Y0 , where w2.P / D PD.�/ and � is the image of a meridian
of K inside Y0 . Since I #.S3/Š Z, it will suffice to show that rank.I #.Y0I�// > 2.
We will work with coefficients in C, though this holds more generally by the universal
coefficient theorem.

The bundle P ! Y0 is nontrivial and admissible, since w2.P / has nonzero pairing
with a closed surface † of genus g built by capping off a Seifert surface for K
inside Y0 . There is an associated relatively Z=8Z–graded Floer homology group,
denoted by I�.P / in [51] and I�.Y0/w in [37], where w! Y0 is a Hermitian line
bundle with c1.w/D PD.�/. It has an operator uD 4�.pt/ of degree 4, and Frøyshov
[24, Theorem 9] showed that .u2� 64/ng D 0 for some constant ng � 1 depending
only on g . In particular u is invertible, so I�.Y0/w Š I�C4.Y0/w , and Scaduto
[51, Theorem 1.3] showed that

I #.Y0I�/Š ker.u2� 64jL3
jD0 I�Cj .Y0/w

/˝H�.S
3/:

This kernel has half the dimension of ker.u2 � 64/, so as ungraded groups we have
I #.Y0I�/Š ker.u2� 64/, where u acts on all of I�.Y0/w .

If g � 1, then Kronheimer and Mrowka [37, Theorem 7.21] showed that the degree-2
operator �.†/ on I�.Y0/w has a nontrivial generalized .2g�2/–eigenspace, and
remarked that it is isomorphic to each of the generalized ir.2g�2/–eigenspaces for
rD0; 1; 2; 3; these are all distinct eigenspaces since g�2. Now uD4�.pt/ commutes
with �.†/, so u2�64 acts nilpotently on each eigenspace, and in particular ker.u2�64/
has dimension at least 1 when restricted to each of these four eigenspaces. The kernel
of u2� 64 on all of I�.Y0/w must therefore have dimension at least 4, as desired.
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The case where K � S3 has genus 1 requires some additional work. In what follows,
we will repeatedly use results of Gordon [29, Corollary 7.3] on Dehn surgeries on
cables. We use Cp;q.K/ to denote the .p; q/–cable of K , which has longitudinal
winding q . We will also use the Künneth formula for I # , which is a special case
of [38, Corollary 5.9]: it says that if either I #.Y / or I #.Y 0/ is torsion-free, then
I #.Y # Y 0/Š I #.Y /˝ I #.Y 0/. Notably, this applies when Y 0 is a lens space, since
I #.L.p; q//Š Zp by [51, Corollary 1.2].

Lemma 4.17 If K � S3 is not the unknot, then S3
1=2
.K/ is not an instanton L–space.

Proof If K has genus g � 2 then this is implied by Proposition 4.16, so assume
that g D 1 and that S3

1=2
.K/ is an L–space. By assumption, Proposition 4.15 says

that S31 .K/ is an L–space, so we argue exactly as in the proof of Proposition 4.16
to conclude that I #.S30 .K/I�/ Š ker.u2 � 64/, where u acts on I�.S30 .K//w . In
fact, we have .u2 � 64/n1 D 0, and Frøyshov remarks just before [24, Theorem 9]
that n1 D n2 D 1, so ker.u2� 64/D I�.S30 .K//w and hence I�.S30 .K//w has rank
at most 2. But I�.S30 .K//w is nonzero since K is nontrivial [37, Corollary 7.22]
(cf [36]), and so its rank is exactly 2.

Since u is invertible of degree 4, the homology I�.S30 .K//w is supported in two
gradings which agree mod 4. Using Floer’s surgery exact triangle (see [9]), it follows
that the same is true of the instanton homology HF.S31 .K//, whose Euler characteristic
is twice the Casson invariant �.S31 .K// D

1
2
�00K.1/, so we have �00K.1/ D ˙2. But

since K has genus 1 and �K.1/D 1, we can write �K.t/D at � .2a� 1/C at�1

for some integer a (possibly zero), and then �00K.1/D˙2 implies that aD˙1.

Now let C D C1;2.K/ denote the .1; 2/–cable of K . Gordon [29] showed that

S32 .C /Š S
3
1=2.K/ # RP3;

and I #.RP3/Š Z2 , so if S3
1=2
.K/ is an L–space then I #.S32 .C // has rank 2 by the

Künneth formula. Using the surgery exact triangle for I # with the triads

.S3; S31 .C /; S
3
2 .C // and .S3; S30 .C /; S

3
1 .C //;

we conclude that the twisted homology I #.S30 .C /I�/ has rank at most 4. Since C
has Seifert genus 2g D 2 [52], and .u2� 64/n2 D 0 with n2 D 1, we once again have
I #.S30 .C /I�/Š I�.S

3
0 .C //w as ungraded groups, so the latter has rank at most 4.
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Using Floer’s exact triangle again, we see that HF.S31 .C // has rank at most 4, hence
computing its Euler characteristic gives j�00C .1/j � 4. On the other hand, we know that

�C .t/D�K.t
2/D at2� .2a� 1/C at�2;

so �00C .1/D 8aD˙8 and we have a contradiction.

We note one interesting consequence of the proof of Lemma 4.17: if S31 .K/ is an
instanton L–space and K is not the unknot, then K has genus 1 and its Alexander
polynomial is either t � 1C t�1 or �t C 3� t�1 .

Lemma 4.18 Let K � S3 be a knot for which some S3r .K/ is an instanton L–space,
where 0 < r < 1. If m D max

��
r
1�r

˘
; 1
�
, then S3s .K/ is an instanton L–space for

all s such that m
mC1
� s � 1.

Proof Write r D a
b

, where a and b are relatively prime positive integers. By
Proposition 4.15, we know that zY D S31 .K/ is also an instanton L–space; let zK
be the core of this surgery. We observe that zY and zYa=.b�a/. zK/D S3a=b.K/ are both
instanton L–spaces, and a

b�a
D

r
1�r

>0, so another application of Proposition 4.15 says
that zYm. zK/ is an L–space, hence so is zYs. zK/ for all rational s�m by Proposition 4.12.
(Both propositions are only stated for S3 , but their proofs still work with S3 replaced
by any homology sphere L–space, such as zY .) Now if s D c

d
with c; d > 0 satisfies

m
mC1
� s < 1, then we have c

d�c
�m and so it follows that zYc=.d�c/. zK/DS3c=d .K/D

S3s .K/ is an L–space, as desired.

Proposition 4.19 If K is not the unknot and 0<r <1, then S3r .K/ is not an instanton
L–space.

Proof According to Lemma 4.18, if some r –surgery is an instanton L–space and
0 < r < 1, then so is n

nC1
–surgery for some integer n� 1. It therefore suffices to show

that n
nC1

–surgery on K does not produce an L–space for any integer n� 1. The case
nD 1 is Lemma 4.17, so we will proceed by induction.

If S3
n=.nC1/

.K/ is not an L–space for some n� 1, then I #.S3
n=.nC1/

.K// has rank at
least nC 2 since its Euler characteristic is n. If C D Cn;nC1.K/, then

S3n.nC1/.C /Š S
3
n=.nC1/.K/ #L.nC 1; n/
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by [29], and I #.L.nC1; n//ŠZnC1 , so the Künneth formula says that I #.S3
n2Cn

.C //

has rank at least .nC 2/.nC 1/. The surgery exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/! I #.S3
n2Cn

.C //! I #.S3
n2CnC1

.C //! � � �

then implies that I #.S3
n2CnC1

.C // has rank at least n2 C 3nC 1, and n � 1, so
S3
n2CnC1

.C / is not an L–space either. But then we also know from [29] that

S3n.nC1/C1.C /Š S
3
.n.nC1/C1/=.nC1/2

.K/;

so .n2CnC1/=.nC1/2–surgery on K does not produce an L–space. We note that

n2CnC 1

.nC 1/2
D 1�

n

.nC 1/2
> 1�

1

nC 2
D
nC 1

nC 2
;

and Lemma 4.18 says that if .nC1/=.nC2/–surgery on K produces an instanton
L–space then so does s–surgery whenever .nC 1/=.nC 2/� s � 1, so it follows that
S3
.nC1/=.nC2/

.K/ cannot be an L–space either and we are done.

We finish by combining Propositions 4.12, 4.15, 4.16 and 4.19 into a single result.

Theorem 4.20 Suppose that K�S3 is not the unknot and that S3r .K/ is an instanton
L–space for some rational r > 0. Then r � 1 and S3s .K/ is an instanton L–space
for every rational s � brc. Moreover, if r < 2 then K has genus 1 and the same
Alexander polynomial as either the trefoil or the figure eight.

We remark that if K is either the left-handed trefoil or the figure eight, then S31 .K/ is
not actually an instanton L–space: in each case it is a Seifert fibered homology sphere
other than the Poincaré sphere, so this will follow from Corollary 5.3.

5 Examples

In this section, we use Theorem 1.1 to deduce the existence of nontrivial SU.2/
representations for integer homology spheres in a variety of examples, and similarly
we use Corollaries 4.1 and 4.8 to certify that many rational homology spheres have
irreducible SU.2/ representations.

5.1 Seifert fibered homology spheres

In this subsection, we use Theorem 1.1 to give a quick proof of the following, originally
due to Fintushel and Stern [21]:
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�2

�2
�
3
2
�
11
9

Figure 5: A surgery diagram for the Seifert fibered homology sphere
Y DM

�
�2I 1

2
; 2
3
; 9
11

�
and a Legendrian link on which Legendrian surgery

produces Y

Theorem 5.1 If Y is a nontrivial Seifert fibered homology sphere, then there is a
nontrivial representation �1.Y /! SU.2/.

A Seifert fibered integer homology sphere has base S2 , and can be described as

Y DM.eI r1; r2; : : : ; rk/;

where e is an integer and r1 � r2 � � � � � rk all lie in .0; 1/\Q. This manifold has
a surgery diagram consisting of an e–framed unknot and k of its meridians, each of
which has surgery coefficient �1=ri < �1. This is illustrated in Figure 5, left, for the
Brieskorn sphere

M
�
�2I 1

2
; 2
3
; 9
11

�
D†.2; 3; 11/:

It is not hard to verify that

�Y DM.�e� kI 1� rk; : : : ; 1� r1/

in general.

Proposition 5.2 Let Y be a Seifert fibered integer homology sphere. If Y is not S3 ,
then some contact structure on either Y or �Y admits a Stein filling .W; J / with
b2.W / > 0.

Proof Let Y DM.eI r1; : : : ; rk/. We write

�
1

ri
D ai;1�

1

ai;2�
1

:::� 1
ai;ni

for some integers ai;j � �2, and then replace each �1=ri –framed meridian with a
chain of ni unknots with framings ai;j . If e � �2 as well, then the corresponding
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star-shaped diagram can be realized as a Legendrian link where every component K
has framing tb.K/� 1, as shown in Figure 5, right, so attaching Weinstein 2–handles
to S3 D @B4 along this link produces a Stein domain .W; J / bounded by Y . Since
there are no 1–handles, we have

b2.W /D 1C
X
i

ni > 0

and we are done. On the other hand, if e ��1 then we note that k � 3 since Y is not
a lens space, and so �e� k � �2. Applying the same argument to

�Y DM.�e� kI 1� rk; : : : ; 1� r1/

then produces a Stein domain with boundary �Y and b2 positive, as desired.

Proof of Theorem 5.1 This follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 together with
Proposition 5.2.

Suppose Y is a homology sphere as in the proof of Proposition 5.2 above, with e<�2 or
some ai;j <�2. Then Y is the boundary of a Stein domain .W; J / given by Weinstein
2–handle attachment along a Legendrian link in which one of the components has
positive rotation number. But in this case, we have that c1.J /¤ 0 by Theorem 1.13.
It then follows, as noted in Remark 4.11, that Y is not an instanton L–space. Now, we
can determine when Y is a homology sphere using the formula

jH1.Y /j D p1p2 � � �pk

ˇ̌̌̌
eC

kX
iD1

qi

pi

ˇ̌̌̌
D p1p2 � � �pk

ˇ̌̌̌
eC

kX
iD1

ri

ˇ̌̌̌
;

where �1=ri D�pi=qi and pi >qi � 1 are relatively prime integers. And it is not hard
to verify that the only such nontrivial homology spheres for which the above procedure
does not give a Stein filling of either Y or �Y with c1 ¤ 0 are M

�
�2I 1

2
; 2
3
; 4
5

�
and

M
�
�2I 1

2
; 2
3
; 6
7

�
. These are †.2; 3; 5/ and †.2; 3; 7/ up to orientation reversal, but

�†.2; 3; 7/ also results from Legendrian surgery on a right-handed trefoil with tbD 0
and rotation number ˙1. This and the fact [51] that †.2; 3; 5/ is an instanton L–space
then allows us to conclude the following, which may be of independent interest:

Corollary 5.3 Let Y be a nontrivial Seifert fibered integer homology sphere. Then Y
is an instanton L–space if and only if Y D˙†.2; 3; 5/.

In particular, this agrees with the classification of Heegaard Floer L–spaces among
nontrivial Seifert fibered integer homology spheres.
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5.2 Hyperbolic manifolds which are not branched double covers

In this subsection we construct infinitely many examples for which we can use Stein
fillings (via Theorem 1.1), but not other available results, to show the existence of
nontrivial SU.2/ representations. In particular, we prove Theorem 1.4, restated below
for convenience.

Theorem 1.4 There are infinitely many hyperbolic integer homology spheres Yn such
that

� Yn has Casson invariant zero;

� Yn is not a branched double cover of a knot in S3 ;

� Yn bounds a negative definite Stein manifold which is not a homology ball.

The last property implies there is a nontrivial homomorphism �1.Yn/! SU.2/ by
Theorem 1.1.

Figure 6 shows a Legendrian link L whose components are knots of type 821 and 11a20 .
Using SnapPy [13] within Sage [50], we can verify that L is a hyperbolic link:

sage: import snappy
sage: K0 = ’(70,-58,-44,22,24,16,36,20,10,14,18,8,6,-68,-48,64,56,42,12)’
sage: K1 = ’(-34,52,-38,26,-60,-32,40,62,-50,-2,28,66,54,30,46,4)’
sage: M = snappy.Manifold(’DT:[%s,%s]’%(K0,K1))
sage: V = M.verify_hyperbolicity(bits_prec=100); V[0]
True

Since the components of L have linking number zero, we can perform � 1
m

–surgery
on the 821 component and �1

n
–surgery on the 11a20 component to get an integer

homology sphere Y.m; n/. The Gromov–Thurston 2� –theorem [7] says that there is
some finite list of slopes for each component such that any Dehn surgery on L which
avoids these slopes is hyperbolic, so there is an integer N � 1 such that Y.m; n/ is
hyperbolic whenever m; n�N.

Proposition 5.4 The manifold Y.m; n/ has Casson invariant zero for all m; n� 1.

Proof Since the components K1 D 821 and K2 D 11a20 of L have linking number
zero, a formula of Hoste [31] computes the Casson invariant as

�.Y.m; n//D�m'1.K1/�n'1.K2/Cmn'1.L/;
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�
1
m

�
1
n

Figure 6: A hyperbolic two-component link L� S3 , with a Seifert surface
for the 821 component shaded to make the components easier to distinguish.
The closed 3–manifold Y.m; n/ is constructed by Dehn surgery on L with
the indicated framings.

where '1 of a k–component link is the zkC1–coefficient of its Conway polyno-
mial r.z/. The two components of the link L have Conway polynomials

r821
.z/D 1� z4; r11a20

.z/D 1� 5z4� 3z6;

and so '1.K1/D '1.K2/D 0. We must show that '1.L/D 0 as well.

In order to determine '1.L/, we recall that rL.z/ is defined by the relations

r
� �

Dr
� �

C zr
� �

; r
� �

D 1:

The skein relation implies that r.z/ vanishes for split links, and hence it also implies
that

r
� �

D zr
� �

; r
� �

D�zr
� �

and that rK#K0.z/DrK.z/rK0.z/. As observed in [31], if L has k components then

rL.z/D z
k�1.a0C a1z

2
C � � �C amz

2m/;
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L

! D

L1

%

&

Ý
%

!

11a20

31 # 5˚

2

!

L2 L3 L4

�z

Figure 7: We compute rL.z/ by applying the skein relation to L at the
indicated crossings. Here the “

�z
Ý” means that the Conway polynomial of the

target is �z times that of the source, and 5˚

2 denotes a 52 knot linked with a
negatively oriented meridian.

where the ai are integers, and we have '1.L/D a1 . Now we apply the skein relation
to L as indicated in Figure 7 to get rL.z/DrL1

.z/C zrL2
.z/, where

rL1
.z/D .�zr11a20

.z//C z.r11a20
.z/� zr

31#5˚
2

.z//D z3r31
.z/r52

.z/;

rL2
.z/DrL3

.z/C zrL4
.z/D�z2r11a20

.z/C zrL4
.z/I

the last equation holds because the L3 tangle is isotopic to the 11a20 tangle with one
meridian added around each strand. Combining these, we have

rL.z/D .z
3.1C z2/.1C 2z2//C z.�z2.1� 5z4� 3z6/C zrL4

.z//

D 3z5C 7z7C 3z9C z2rL4
.z/:

But L4 has four components, so rL4
.z/ is a multiple of z3 and hence rL.z/ has

z3–coefficient equal to 0. In other words, '1.L/ D 0, and so �.Y.m; n// D 0, as
desired.

Proposition 5.5 For each m; n� 1, the manifold Y.m; n/ bounds a negative definite
Stein manifold .W; J / such that c1.J /¤ 0. In particular, we have b2.W / > 0, and
Y.m; n/ is not an instanton L–space.
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�1

�1

�2�2�2�2

�2�2�2

Figure 8: A Legendrian link L0 on which Legendrian surgery produces Y.5; 4/ .
The surgery coefficient of each component is given with respect to the Seifert
framing, and is one less than the Thurston–Bennequin invariant.

Proof The 821 and 11a20 components of L both have Thurston–Bennequin number 1,
so we may stabilize them each once so that they have Thurston–Bennequin number 0
and nonzero rotation number. If we attach a chain of unknots with Thurston–Bennequin
number �1 to each component, of lengths m� 1 and n� 1, respectively, as shown in
Figure 8, then Legendrian surgery along the resulting link L0 produces a Stein manifold
.W; J / whose boundary is topologically a �1–surgery along each component of K and
�2–surgery along each unknot. Removing the chains by a series of slam dunks shows
that @W D Y.m; n/, and we have c1.J /¤ 0 by Theorem 1.13 since the components
of L� L0 had nonzero rotation number.

The intersection form on H2.W / is specified by the linking matrix of L0. Since the
components of L have linking number zero, this matrix has block form

�
Bm 0
0 Bn

�
,

where Bk is the k � k tridiagonal matrix0BBBBB@
�1 1 0 : : : 0

1 �2 1 : : : 0

0 1 �2 : : : 0
:::

:::
:::
: : :

:::

0 0 0 : : : �2

1CCCCCA
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whose corresponding quadratic form Q.x/D hx;Bkxi is equal to

�.x1� x2/
2
� .x2� x3/

2
� � � � � .x2k�1� xk/

2
� x2k :

It follows that each Bk is negative definite, so W is negative definite as well.

Proposition 5.6 If n is sufficiently large then Y.1; n/ is hyperbolic and is not a
branched double cover of any link in S3 .

Proof We continue the above Sage/SnapPy session to certify that after performing
�1–surgery on the 821 component of L, the complement M of the 11a20 component
remains hyperbolic and has no nontrivial isometries:

sage: M.dehn_fill((1,-1),1)
sage: V = M.verify_hyperbolicity(bits_prec=128); V[0]
True
sage: K = M.canonical_retriangulation(verified=True)
sage: len(K.isomorphisms_to(K)) == 1
True

Readers interested in carrying out these computations should be warned that computing
the canonical retriangulation may take about a minute.

The “exceptional symmetry theorem” [3, Theorem 5.2] says that if we also perform
Dehn surgery on the 11a20 component, then all but finitely many slopes will produce
closed hyperbolic 3–manifolds with isometry group a subgroup of Isom.M/, which
is trivial. It follows as in [3] that only finitely many of the hyperbolic homology
spheres Y.1; n/ are branched double covers of links in S3 , or indeed in any closed
3–manifold.

Remark 5.7 Analogous computations prove that the result of Dehn filling along the
821 component of S3 XL with slope � 1

m
is an asymmetric hyperbolic manifold for

1 � m � 25, so that Y.m; n/ is not a branched double cover for any such m if n is
sufficiently large.

Proof of Theorem 1.4 According to Propositions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, we can take the
manifolds Yn to be the manifolds Y.1; n/, where n is large enough to ensure that Yn
is hyperbolic; we need only explain why there are infinitely many homeomorphism
types. We again let M denote the complement of the 11a20 component of L after
performing �1–surgery on the 821 component, and recall that M is hyperbolic.
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We now use two facts from Thurston’s work on hyperbolic Dehn surgery [56]; we refer
to [43, Theorem 15.4.1] for details. First, since Yn is constructed from Dehn filling
along M, we have vol.Yn/ < vol.M/ for all n. Second, we have limn!1 vol.Yn/D
vol.M/, since (in the standard meridian–longitude basis of H2.@M IR/ Š R2 ) we
produce the Yn from M by Dehn filling along curves .�1; n/ which approach 1 as
n does. Together, these facts say that the manifolds Yn have infinitely many different
volumes, and thus infinitely many homeomorphism types.

5.3 Surgeries on knots

In this subsection, we study the existence of irreducible SU.2/ representations for
rational homology spheres obtained as surgeries on knots in S3 . In particular, we prove
Theorem 1.10, restated in a slightly strengthened form below:

Theorem 1.10 Suppose sl.K/ � 0 and fix a rational number r D p=q > 0. Then
S3r .K/ is not an instanton L–space. Moreover, there is an irreducible representation

�1.S
3
r .K//! SU.2/

if no zero of �K.t2/ is a pth root of unity, where �K.t/ is the Alexander polynomial
of K .

Recall that sl.K/ denotes the maximal self-linking number over all transverse repre-
sentatives of K in the standard contact S3 , or, equivalently, the maximum value of
tb.ƒ/� r.ƒ/ over all Legendrian representatives ƒ of K . As mentioned in the intro-
duction, the knots K for which sl.K/� 0 includes all nontrivial strongly quasipositive
knots; these even have maximal Thurston–Bennequin number satisfying tb.K/� 0 [49].

Proof of Theorem 1.10 Suppose sl.K/ � 0 and r D p=q > 0. We will first show
that S3r .K/ is not an instanton L–space. By Theorem 4.20, if S3r .K/ is an instanton
L–space then so is S3n.K/ for all integers n� brc. So, it will suffice to prove that

rank.I #.S3n.K///� nC 1

for all sufficiently large integers n > 0.

Take a Legendrian representative ƒ of K whose transverse pushoff achieves the
maximum self-linking number, so that tb.ƒ/�r.ƒ/D sl.K/, and hence, by assumption,
tb.ƒ/� r.ƒ/. Note that reversing orientation changes the sign of r.ƒ/, so we must
have that r.ƒ/ � 0 or else a transverse pushoff of �ƒ would have strictly larger
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self-linking number. Also, since the self-linking number is always odd, we actually
have sl.K/� 1.

Now, if we take n�max.1� tb.ƒ/; 0/ and stabilize ƒ exactly nC tb.ƒ/� 1 times,
with k positive stabilizations and n� kC tb.ƒ/� 1 negative stabilizations, we get a
Legendrian representative of k with

.tb; r/D .�nC 1;�sl.K/�nC 1C 2k/

for any integer k D 0; : : : ; nC tb.ƒ/�1. Thus, we can find such a representative with
rotation number equal to any integer of the same parity as �sl.K/� nC 1 between
�sl.K/�nC 1 and

�sl.K/CnC 2tb.ƒ/� 1D nC .tb.ƒ/C r.ƒ/� 1/:

Note that the lower bound is negative while the upper bound is positive if n is sufficiently
large, so in this case we can also reverse the orientations of these representatives to
achieve every integer of this parity between �sl.K/� nC 1 and sl.K/C n� 1. We
conclude that for all sufficiently large integers n, there are Legendrian representatives
of K with tbD�nC 1 and at least sl.K/Cn� nC 1 different rotation numbers.

The traces of Legendrian surgeries on each of these nC1 representatives of K , obtained
topologically by attaching a �n–framed handle to B4 along K , have Stein structures
with distinct Chern classes since their rotation numbers are all distinct, by Theorem 1.13.
Corollary 4.1 therefore implies that

rank I #.S3n.K//D rank I #.S3�n.K//� nC 1

for all sufficiently large integers n, as desired. Thus, S3r .K/ is not an instanton L–space.
We may now appeal to Corollary 4.8 to conclude that there exists an irreducible SU.2/
representation of �1.S3r .K//, as desired.

We saw in the introduction that K D 52 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10.

One can sometimes do slightly better for knots whose mirrors have sufficiently large tb,
as illustrated in the proof of the proposition below.

Proposition 5.8 Suppose K is a positive knot of genus g � 1 and fix a nonzero
rational number r D p=q with r > �g . Then S3r .K/ is not an instanton L–space.
Moreover, there exists an irreducible representation

�1.S
3
r .K//! SU.2/

if no zero of �K.t2/ is a pth root of unity.
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Remark 5.9 Proposition 5.8 is sharp when K is the left-handed trefoil, on which
�1–surgery produces an instanton L–space.

Proof of Proposition 5.8 Tanaka [55] showed that tb.K/D2g�1 when K is positive.
(To be precise, he showed that tb.K/D 2g0 � 1, where g0 is the genus of a surface
obtained by applying Seifert’s algorithm to a positive diagram of K . The Bennequin
inequality

tb.K/� 2g� 1

then implies that g0 D g .) Suppose we stabilize a tb–maximizing Legendrian represen-
tative of K g�1 times, with k of these positive and g� 1� k negative. As k varies
between 0 and g�1, we obtain Legendrian representatives with tbD g and g different
rotation numbers. The traces of Legendrian surgeries on each of these g representatives
of K , obtained topologically by attaching a .g�1/–framed handle to B4 along K ,
have Stein structures with distinct Chern classes since their rotation numbers are all
distinct, by Theorem 1.13. It then follows from Corollary 4.1 as before that

rank I #.S3g�1.K//� g:

Theorem 4.20 then implies that

S3r .K/D�S
3
�r.K/

is not an instanton L–space in the case �g < r <0. And an application of Corollary 4.8
then tells us that there exists an irreducible SU.2/ representation of �1.S3r .K// in this
case. The r > 0 case follows already from Theorem 1.10, since tb.K/� 0 implies that
sl.K/� 0.

For example, given positive integers k , p and q with p and q odd, one can see from
its standard diagram that the pretzel knot P.�2k; p; q/ is positive with Seifert genus
g D 1

2
.pC q/. It is known that several negative surgeries on

K D P.�2; 3; 7/

do not admit irreducible SU.2/ representations. For example, the �18– and �19–
surgeries on K do not because they are lens spaces [20]. In fact, neither does the
�
37
2

–surgery even though its fundamental group is noncyclic (attributed to Dunfield
in [35]). However, since the Alexander polynomial of K has no roots of unity among
its zeroes, we may conclude (appealing to [35] in the case r D 0) that for all rational
r > �5 there exist irreducible representations �1.S3r .K//! SU.2/.
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Appendix Some remarks on [53]

The proofs of several of the main results in [53] made use of [54, Theorem 1.4], which
asserts that a homologically essential fiber of a Lefschetz fibration X ! S2 represents
a primitive class in H2.X/, but Baykur [6, Appendix] pointed out that the result is not
proved correctly in the case where �1.X/¤ 1. It still holds when �1.X/D 1 or when
X ! S2 has a section. This does not affect any of the results of [53], since its use in
the more general cases can be avoided. We indicate how to do so here, since we invoke
some of these results in the proof of Proposition 3.8. All numbered results and sections
in the following discussion refer to [53].

In the statement of Lemma 3.1, the class Œ†� need not be primitive, but it is nontorsion
since

KX �†D 2g.†/� 2¤ 0:

As a result, in Proposition 3.2, we can only assert that c0 2Q rather than c0 2 Z; and
otherwise the rest of Section 3, which establishes Theorem 1.3 among other things,
remains the same.

In proving Theorem 4.1, the initial choice of Z! S2 should have vanishing cycles
which generate not just H1.†/ but �1.†/, so that �1.Z/ D 1 and the fiber of Z
is thus homologically primitive. The application of Theorem 5.2 then continues to
work verbatim (notably, the class wZ exists), so the argument of Section 5 still proves
Theorem 1.2 in the case when g � 8. Then the proof of Theorem 1.1 still works as
written (and likewise for Corollary 8.6), since the Lefschetz fibrations zX ! S2 used
in its proof admit sections and hence a class w dual to the fiber �† exists; and at the
end of Section 7, Theorem 1.1 can still be used to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2
as long as we ensure once again that �1.Z/D 1.
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